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ABSTRACT
This report is the 24th in an annual series that
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Research and'Development (R&D) programs. The data for the 1974-76
period on which the report is based were received from agencies early
in 1975 and reflect plans in the President's 1976 budget. They were
disaggregated in the survey by a number of measures, such as
character of work, performer. and field. which are analyzed in detail
in the various sections of the report. The aggregates are related in
the first section to broader economic indicators. Some of the
highlights of the report include: (1) a 15 percent increase in 1976
in federal R&D obligations budget program totals: (2) although the
share of the federal budget represented by the RED ii4S declined
continuously from 1965 to 1975, it is estimated t. increase the share
to 6.3 percent: (3) federal agencies continue to comprise the major
source of national MD funding; (4) industry sources have provided a
great deal; and (5) a slight decline in applied research obligations
is shown. (Author/EB)
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FOREWORD

This report is the 24th in an annual series that provides
information on the magnitude and distribution of Federal R&D
programs. The data for the 1974-76 period on which the report is based
were received from agencies early in 1975 and reflect plans in the
President's 1976 budget. They were disaggregated in the survey by a
number of measures. such as character of work, performer. and field,
which are analyzed in detail in the various sections of the report. The
aggregates are related in the first section to broader economic
indicators. The uniform reporting guidelines provide a consistent
basis for the study of trends by all the mijor measures over a timespan.

The National Science Foundation wilshes to express appreciation
for the cooperation of the staffs of part ic paling Federal agencies. who
made special efforts to meet the survey emuirements. 'this report was
prepared under the general guidance cif Charles E. Falk. Director,
Division of Science Resources Studies. arid the special supervision of
William L. Stewart. Head. R&D Econowc Studies Sectien.

December 1975

I-'. Cuyford Sieve!.
Director
National Science Foundation
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subsequent appropriations and
apportionment actions

Th t data appearing in this report for fiscal year 1976 were
compilei between March and May 1975. They are based on The Budget
of the U.I tited States Government, Fiscal Year 1976, as submitted to the

.congresv. in February 1975, and do not reflect subsequent con-
gressional actions or changes made by Executive apportionment.
Based on estimates made in January 1976, these subsequent actions
will reduce 1978 Federal R&D obligations from the $21.7 billion
appearing in this report to approximately $21,3 billion. Estimated
reductions from the levels shown for a number of agencies, particular-
ly reductions for the Department of Defense ($755 million), the
Department of Transportation ($60 million) and the National Science
Foundation ($50 million) more than offset anticipated increases for
other agencies, particularly the Energy Research and Development
Administration ($430 million), More detailed and further revised
information on 1976 R&D obligations will be presented in an NSF
Highlights In mid-1976 covering fiscal years 1975-77, as well as in next
year's Federal Funds report.

note
In all tables and charts, details may not add to totals because of

rounding. Percentages appearing in the text were calculated on the
basis of thousands of dollars and may differ from percentages in text
tables based on figures rounded to millions of dollars,
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HIGHLIGHTS

Federal R&D obligations (plant excluded; are expected to rise from
S17.4 billion in fiscal year 1974 la 618.9 billion in fiscal year 1975
and 521.7 billion in fiscri year 1976. When an adjustment is made
for inflation. the 8-percent increase for 1975 is converted to a
decline.' The 1976 level, an increase of 15 percent, represents real
growth unless final appropriations are far lower than the 1976
budget program totals.

The share of the Federal budget represented by R&D and R&D
plant programs has declined continuously from 1965. when the
ratio reached a high of 12.6 percent, to 1975 when it was an
estimated 6.2 percent. The estimated R&D total for 1976. however.
would raise the share to 6.3 percent.

When measured as a share of relatively controllable outlays-
those that exclude fixed-cost and open-ended programe-the R&D
and R&D plant portion of the budget is found to be 14.9 percent in
1976. compared with 14.4 percent in 1975.

Federal agencies continue to comprise th e major source of national
R&D funding. In 1975 they provided slightly more than one-half of
the national R&D total, compared with almost two-thirds in 1966.
Industry sources have provided most of the rest in the 1906-75
period.

The national R&D total was $21.9 billion in !QM and by 1975 was
an estimated 534.3 billion. As a share of the gross national product
(GNP). national R&D support declined from 2.9 percent in 19n6 to
an estimated 2.4 percent in 1975. Federal R&D support declined
from 2.2 percent to an estimated 1.4 percent.

In Ib. atastat a of a rahatale RAD I ost meta,. the ;NI' boos., nalictaat product l inarlaa et prig r
drill:dor was used locums 31 Rt.& ahligataanq lo constant dollars The CfNli deflator Includes the
efforts of Ilse PP 44 r.hangt for all goods and SITVICes an the cconnnrt and therefore can only
italocatt appft) \i111.1ii 1.11.1nnes in .,nets of inputs spes.thcally related K I) performatart.

rOopr.tal to ,tiger. I ttttt sum 'hi:aortas. ioterosl. and other lorogrants. Ott Office of
Mothry.tonataat and Ifoolati. -rtie itociget of tilt l'atted Starts govratattat. trscol Witt 1970
/Washinglion. 20402: Supt. of Dot. tttttt S 1;os ern:Kal Pronging Who el. pp 3544; and
leator al tortes of this report loppenart At,

Although DOD and NASA are st:II the leading agencies in R&D
support. they reflect substantial Cingitm (-dollar declines in
funding between 1966 and 1975: DOD down by 21 percent and
NASA by 62 percent. In the same period. ERDA programs3 fell 1
percent. whereas NSF programs rose by 60 percent. HEW by 49
percent. Interior by ?.4 percent. and USDA by 13 percent.

In 1976 an estimated $15.9 billion. or 73 percent of th e Federal R &D
total. trill be obligated to extramural performers. The remaining
$5.8 billion, or 27 percent. will support intramural performance.

Funds le industrial firms (including FFRDC's) are expected to
increase n percent over 1975. while funds to unive..-sities and
colleges will drop an estimated 3 percent.

Basic research obligations will ii1110Unt to an estimated $2.7 billion
in 1976. Although a record high. this level represents a decrease in
constant dollars from 1975. The total of $2.6 billion in 1976 (latest
calculable year) is 16 percent lower than the 1967 high in real
terms. As a share of the Federal R&D total. basic research is
expected to be 12 percent in 1976, compared with 14 percent in
1975 and a high of 15 percent in 1972.

Applied research obegations are expected !o be $5.6 billion in
1976. another record high, although close to a leveling off in real
performance. In constant dollars the total of $5.1 billion for 1975 is
6 percent lower than the 1906 peel,. The applied research portion of
the Federal R&D total is exp....P.: to be 20 percent in 1976.
compared with 27 percent in 1875.

Development obligations are estimated al 513.4 billion In 1976, a
level higher than the previous high in 1967. In constant dollars
however, the total would be well below that level. The 1975 level of
$11.2 billion is 36 percent lower than the 1967 total in real terms.
As a share of the Federal R&D total, development is expected to in
62 percent in 1976. compared with 59 percent in 1975.

In 1974 California continued to lead in Federal R&D support wish
24 percent of the total (compared with 32 percent in 1065).
Maryland act. minted for 9 percent of the total. Massachusetts for 7
percent. and New York for 6 percent. These four Stoles each
received more than $1 balion in R&D funds. in 1974 more than
$100 trillion was directed to each of 23 Slates. and every State
received some R&D support.

Iran4ar 11141.1 %EC Isere towil
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INTRODUCTION

The changing nature of Federal support to science is closely
watched both by policymakers and those who are affected by policy
decisions. Each year the R&D port ion of the Federal budget is analyzed
and compared with past levels of funding at the time the budget is
issued. Because the Federal Government provides more than one-half
of the funds expended nationally on R&D activities (an estimated 53
percent in 1975) the plans of R&D performersindustrial firms,
universities and colleges, and oilier nonprofit institutionsare
directly affected by the anticipated expenditures of Federal agencies.
Science planning and advisory groups and those who study the effects
of R&D efforts on economic growth also have a strong interest in the
direction and impact of Federal R&D funding. The first analysis of R&D
programs appears with the budget document,t and other analyses are
usually made shortly thereafter by groups in the scientific community,
in research organizations, and by the press.

Federal Funds for Research; Development, and Other Scientific
Activities represents a later and more detailed analysis of the R&D
component of the Federal budget. A brief summary of the contents of
Federal Funds, Volume XXIV was published as soon as broad survey
totals were available? The report is based on an extensive question-
naire distributed in January 1975 and completed by 93 agencies and
agency subdivisions in the March-May period. Data were edited and
processed by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and appendix
tables prepared by computer processing. These tables were made
separately available in advance of the report.3

P See Office of Management mud Budget. Special Analyseo.The Budget at the United Stoles
Government. Fiscal Year 19741. 'Special Analysis IL Research and Development Programs"
(Washington. D.C. ) 1975. p. 252.

2 Isla t Iona I Science Feta eel a t ion. SeleaCC Resources Stitcher Iligh kith Pt."Federal R 81:1 r undi nit
Shows Signilotork: Rise in FY 1978" (NSF 75.131 1,Seplcmler 8.1975 (Washington. D.C. 20550).

National Science Founilatin. troiatkii Statist:col "rabies. Federal Fonds for Research.
Developnicni.onil Other Scientific Activities. Fawn! Years 1974. 197.5. and 1976. Vol. XXIV (NSF
75423) (Washington. D.0 205501. 1975 1 hese are obtainable gratis ora request to NSF.



The data shown in this edition of Federal Funds are comparable to
those included in the Special Analysis of Federal R&D programs in the
President's budget to Congress for fiscal year 1976. The same
definitions for research and development and R&D plant are used in
both reports. Some differences exist in dollar amounts shown in the
Iwo reports because of the different liming of agency responses and
because the Federal Funds report includes a few agencies omitted in
the Special Analysis. The chief difference, however, is that Federal
Funds provides detail on research, performers, fields of science, and
geographic distribution, as well as a more complete description of
program changes between 1975 and 1976, and a comparison of R&D
totals with broad economic indicators, which are not given in the
Special Analysis.

Users of Federal Funds data should be mindful that figures for
recent years are subject to continual change and that the timing of the
survey is worth noting. Surveys are ccnducted at the midpoint of the
middle fiscal year in each 3-year budget cycle. In Federal Funds,
Volume XXIV, data for 1974 reflect transactions of a completed fiscal
year and. thus. are "actual." while data for 1975 are subject to
reprogramming and apportionment actions and for 1976 to appropria-
tion. apportionments and reprogramming actions and, thus, are
estimated. The levels shown for 1975 in this report would. therefore.
differ from those shown for 1975 in Federal Funds. Volume XXIII.

The most reliable historical record is the onegiven in the appendix
tables for the latest edition. In the current report the historical time
series covers R&D funding by agency. performing sector, character of
work (basic research, applied research. and development). and field of

science, as well as by State distribution. But the main emphasis of the
analysis is on the current (1974-76) period. The report also covers R&D
plant data and data on scientific and technical information activities.

While the statistics in this report do not reflect accounting
precision, they do provide an accurate measure of trends.tiost agency
R&D programs are not identified as budget line items (although a
number of them are so identified), and for the .. reason R&D programs
usually have to be separated by respondents from larger appropriation
accounts. They must then be further subdivided into the elements
requested in the survey; e.g.. research, development, R&D data by
performers, research by fields, R&D data by State distribution, etc.
Questions sometimes arise as to the exact boundaries ..pf R&D
activities, and the assignment of given programs to basic research,
applied research, development, and field:: of science is Often judgmen-
tal. By this time, however, most agencies have had many years of
experience in fr *falling Federal Funds survey requirements so that they
have developed reliable response systems.

Agencies are both producers and users of the data, and this fact
serves to increase the interaction between NSF staff and survey
respondents in developing precision and clarifying definitions. Other
users include members of Congress and congressional committee
staffs, science adminislt-ators in the Executive branch, members of the
scientific community, science historians, executives in industry and in
research institutes. and members of the press. For some of these
audiences the data in this series are sufficient for their purposes.
although for others the data ce; ye as a baseline for mere detailed
studies.

ix



Part I

FEDERAL FUNDS FOR

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT,
AND R&D PLANT



Section 1. FEDERAL R&D PERSPECTIVES

Federal R&D obligations (plant excluded) were $17.4 billion in
fisca. year 1974 and an estimated $18.9 billion in fiscal year 1975 and
were scheduled to reach $21.7 billion in fiscal year 1976 in the
President's budget to Congress. All three years represent record highs
in Federal R&D totals. The relative gains for the last two yea, are 8.4
percent and 14.5 percent. respectively.

When each of these figures is adjusted for an 11-per cPut rate of
inflation, however, the 1975 increase reveals an actual decline.
although the gain for 1976 will still represent an advance un ess final
appropriations are well below the President's requested arogram
levels. Viewed against a10-year perspective. 1976 represents only the
third year in the 1966-76 decade that any real growth has beer shown
in overall Federal R&D funding. At no point has the 1967 p ak been
regained. In fact, the anticipated 1976 figure could be moor: than 20
percent below the 1967 level in terms of real performance.

in 1976, significant increases are shown for the Department of
Defense (DOD). the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA). and the Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA), each of these increases large enough to reflect growth on a
constant doilnr basis. Accompanying this growth is a rise in share of
total for the DOD/NASA component for the first tame within the past
decade. The two agencies loge) her represented 79 percent of all Federal
R&D obligations in 1966. but thereafter their share Tell steadily to an
estimated 63 percent in 1975. In the 1976 budget the trend is reversed
with a rise in share to an anticipated 65 percent. Thus. despite the 1976
increase in ERrA programs, thecivilian" agencies will reflect only a
35-percent share in 1976, compared with 37 percent in 1975.

The program growth of DOD, the leading agency, more than any
other factor. accounts for the siptificant rise in Federal R&D funding in
1976, and when the increase fot NASA programs is added. these two
agencies make up more than tin ee-fourths of the overall Federal gain.
Nearly all of the remaining agencies plan increases for 1976. but RRDA
b the only one whose increase is ahead of anticipated inflation. The
Department of Health, Education. and Welfare (I1EW) shows an
absolute decrease in 11)76. the sole major agency with an overall loss.

2

..

21
Current dollars
Constant 11967) dollars

Is
R&D total

..............

fal.tresr
Average Aneurt Perernt Cherie,

Character of work 196047 1976-74 19:4-75 1975-76

Conant dollars
ROD total 11.8 .8 8.4 14.5
Research 15.4 4.5 7.9 6.5

Basic research 18.5 3.0 5.3 3 6
Applied research 13 7 5 3 9.2 8.0

Development 10.5 -1.3 8 8 20.1

Constant dollsrsa
RErD Intel 9.9 -3.8 -2.2 rbl
Research 13.4 - ,4 -2.7 lbl

Basic research 4.2 -1.8 -5.0 ;b1
Applied research 11 7 - .5 -1.5 11/1

..- DeveloPmen1 8.5 -5.8 -1,8 tbl

Nand sn Impish fricst dellasr.

SOURCE: Milos' lislon;IrsomIsha.
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When support trends for leading agencies
are analyzed for the period from 196610 1975
(the years for which actual deflators are
available), it is found that DOD. NASA, and
ERDA' are the only ones to reflect real
declines in R&D funding. In constant dollars,
DOD program levels fell 21 percent between
1966 and 1975, NASA program levels 02
percent, and ERDA levels 1 percent. The
other important R&D support agencies
increased their programs in terms of real
performance: the National Science Founda-
tion (N3F) by 00 percent, HEW by 49

BI WA it lurtrol on A tbmtr.lin..uv Comm moon (Ati(1) Jul.,
prior to 197 1.

percent. thepepart merit of the Interior by 34
percent, am, the Department of Agriculture
(USDA) by 13 percent. Between 1970the
year of its foundingand 1975. the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) showed a
139-percent increase in constant dollars.

On an aggregate basis the R&D programs
of the DOD/NASA component were reduced
by 38 percent in constant dollars hetween
1968 and 1975 while the joint programs of
the remaining agencies were increased 35
percent.

The relative emphases placed on research
and development changed accordingly. The
chief weight of DOD and NASA programs is
on development, and the size of their
development programs has strongly in-
fluenced changes in overall Federal R&D
trends. With the real decline in DOD/NASA
funding, overall Federal development sup-
port showed a corresponding drop of 30
percent in constant dollars between 1906
and 1975. In the same period funding for
research fell only 8 percent.

The 1970 budget moves in the opposite
direction. The shares of the character of
work components within the Federal R&D
total are expected to be l2 percent for basic
research. 26 percent for applied research,
and 82 percent for development. Th. 1.1..-tc
research share is 2 percentage points and she
applied research share 1 percentage point
lower than In 1975 and the developissent
share 3 percentage points higher. These
ratios reflect the planned increases in DOD.
NASA. and ERDA funding in 1976 and the
anticipated drop in the HEW research effort.
Between 1900 and 1975 the development
share, after reaching a high of 68 percent in
1967, had shown a tendency to decline as
"civilian" programs grew.

I I I )
110 7S

4 ONOVerr

114Willantri""wilial

R&D Plant

Federal oblimilions for R&D plant are
Mpecled to rise from 5776 million hi 1974 to
an estimated $1.001 million in 19:5 And then
113 fall to an estimated $837 million in 1970.
In each of these years ERDA accounts for
approximately one-half of the R&D plant
activity. DOD accounts for approximately
one-feorth and NASA for much of the rest.

3



Federal obligations and expenditures,
fiscal years 1940-76

'Dollars in millions)

Fiscal year

Total
budget
outlays:

Research, development.
and R&D plait' expends

lures as
percent
01 total
budget
outlays

°bags
Isom

Expends-
tures

1940 59.589 (8) 574 0 8
1941 13.980 198 1 4
A942 34,500 1).? 280 e
1943 78.909 602 8
1944 93,956 (4 1.377 1 5
1945 95.134 ($) 1,591 1 7
1946 61,738 (1 918 l5
1947 36.931 $691 900 2 4
1948 36.493 866 855 2 3
1949 40,570 1,105 1,082 2 7
1950 43.147 1.175 1.083 2 5
1951 45,797 1.812 1.301 2.8
1952 67.962 2.1)5 t.816 2 7
1953 76,769 3.331 3.101 4 0
1954 70.890 3,019 3,148 4 4
1955 68.509 2.715 3.308 4 8
1956 70.460 3.20 3,446 4 9
1957 76,741 4.369 4.462 5 8
1958 82.575 4.9146 4,991 6 0
1959 92.104 7.1:1 5,806 6 3
1960 92.223 8,000 7.744 8 4
'961 97,795 9.607 9.287 95
'962 106.813 11,069 10.387 9 7
'963 111,311 13.663 12.012 10 8
1964 118.584 15.324 14.707 12 4
1965 118.430 15,746 14.889 12 6
1966 134.652 16,179 16.018 119
1967 158.254 17.149 16,859 10 7
1968 178,833 16.525 17.049 9 5
1969 184.548 16,310 16,348 8 9
1970 196.588 15.865 15,736 8 0
1971 211,425 16,175 15.992 7 6
1972 231,876 17.114 16,743 7 2
1973 246.526 17.596 17.510 71
1974 268.392 18.205 18,326 6 8
1975 fe51? . 313.446 19.906 19441 6 2
1976 OOP . 349.372 22.489 21,912 6 3

Beranreee royaal year 10$3 ameyely ex bare eteept,OeS Ancreapeachere$
Merude ear and afterante of iedblaty Itreeere4 se research and
development Outlays ,011100 ells eerareer .001 aelleadme Dale trimaran
Itstai yoar 1953 ate m terms of the Conserv:land Cash Ormeamet and dam
aelereeri Warr IdealYarar *Same thOons oleo /Ooed Duarte For moonset
olboorybnotoenO.otoomabonthaoataatacoosgle edroberreartedonnpeeeelly
compeasoreonms 1 Nor emompe Theseanmarto arebaledana.n0untt
SbOwn m The Cudgel. 191$ and do eat tettect C tarasnonal apereereaeOrht err
arreayea read, by Estcbtme aboR SebSeelloael to badger SubmWoon at lb.
al.dookot ot 1975 SOURCES Etibte 01 ARaosobtieol and Budget and
Wean or the Oudot, /he /Wpm stet coded Sates Gorarnmsnr bum yeast
1940tot000n 1916 NettonalScrenceFoarmanton aermalSoveviM1431honrams
at Federal aerator's
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Relationship to Total Budget

In the years following World War Ii the
R&D portion of the Federal budget showed
an increasing tendency to rise as a share of
the budget total. In the fifties most R&D
activities were devoted to defense and
atomic energy missions, but by the sixties
the rapidly expanding space program con-
tributed measurably to Federal R&D totals
and health research began to gain by much
larger increments than in previous years.
Federal R&D and R&D plant expenditures
grew steadily, and as a share of the total
budget they reached a peak of 12,6 percent in
1965.2 Thereafter, even though total R&D
funding often rose and even though many
new R&D programs were initialed, the ratio
continued to fall. This was partly caused by
lower total dollar support for research and
development in some years but more by the
sheer growth of the overall budget.

A slight reversal of this trend is indicated
for 1976 when the ratio of R&D and R&D
plant expenditures is expected to be 6.3
percent compared with 6.2 percent in 1975.

A more us iful comparison can be obtained
by relating RM.) funding levels to that
portion of the budget that is relatively
controllable. In recent years an increasing
portion of the Federal budget has
represeated open-ended and fixed-cost
programs, 51 cli us social security, 1 &trans
benefits, Ma dicer.), tlitnitiplorlien1 assist-
ance, genera revenue sharing, and interest
on the Feder it debt. Thu part of the budget
that contain: these programs is relatively
uncontrollab e in that it cannot be changed
_ .

Rfv!) thl Rail 111,1511 eNprIltititirm t*tther 116.to ions
teted to 101.110 t nts11.1N t mtte tlioNdnle

.5% qpetttlitut tor 1114..1.1(151nm of art 1011111nt

without changes in existing substantive law.
With each new budget year, however,
appropriations are made for the rest of the
budget, and within this area, the portion
allotted to R&D programs is an indication of
the priority given to research and develop.
anent in relation to other Federal activities.

Between 1967 and 1976 total Federal
budget outlays rose' from $156.3 billion loan
estimated $349.4 billion, Within these totals
the relatively controllable portion, which
includes R&D funding, is seen to have risen
from $103,2 billion in 1967 (earliest
calculable year) to an estimated S146r.
billion in 1976, a decline in share from almost

Wand bolos set sys by felolostycenuallsbas
avid anoonuolhibleotanpaassas

NNW* of dellsts1
ISO

Other open ended and
knee cost otoagetnt

19)

100

71 79 75 III
chest Year less.1

sevslitmionemsevemosmsnonsiv4somposonsbmanemeomperveme4.1wolorwwwww*.
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two-thirds of the budget to slightly more
than two fifths. As a portion of these
relatively controllable outlays. R&D-related
expenditures fell from 16.4 percent in 1967 to
a low of 13.7 percent in 1970. but thereafter
rose and are exeeted to be 14.9 percent in
1976.

Relationship to National R&D Total

Although the role of Federal taipport
within national R&D undertakings
diminished during the 1906-75 period.
Federal funding remained demmant. In 1960
Federal agencies were the source of 64
percent of all national expenditures for R&D
purposes. but by 1975 (latest calculable
year) they were still responsible for an
estimated 33 percent. The ways in which
Federal agencies direct their fundsto
perfottners. fields. and types of workhave
far-reaching effects on th.e pattern of scien-
tific ; clivity within the economy. As the
Federal support share has decreased. the
indusry support share has risen: from 33
percent in 1966 to an estimated 43 rercent in
1975. Over that period Industry support to
R&D activities has grown on a constant-
dollar basis whereas Federal support has
declined.

The national R&D total showed little
change in real terms between 1966 and 1975.
actually a decline of 2 percent. In current
dollars. however. the national total grew
each yearfrom $21.9 billion in 1066 to an
estimated $34.3 billion in 1975.3

Within this total effort. performance
sectors reveal a different pattern from
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funding sources. Each year within the 1966-
75 I imespan Indust ial firms have accounted
for more thin two-thirds or the national
workloadan estiraaled 69 percent in 1975.
Federal intramura. performance was ex-
pected to account ler 15 percent that year.
universities and colleges (including
FFRDG's)4 for 12 percent. and other non-
profit institutions for 4 percent. An almost
W.-mike! performance pattern was shown in
1966.

Relationship to GNP

In the m idfifties systematic studies began
to be conducted by economists on the
rotationship between R&D activities and
economic growth and productivity. As
attention has continued to be focused on this
question. the investigations have become
increasingly sophisticated and precise,
although considerable effort is still needed
to achieve close cause and effect
measurements. As part of the background
for analyses in this field. data on trends in
R&D/GNI) ratios are useful.

In 1966, the share of national R&D expen-
ditures in the gross natio tart product (GNP)
was 2.9 percent and remained the same in
1967, but each year thereafter declined until
a low point of 2.3 percent (estimate) was
reached in 1974. The intik:eked ratio for 1975
is 2.4. a slight increase.

During the same period the share of the
Federal R&D efforts in the GNP total
declined more steeply. In 1966, this share
was 2.2 percent, but in both 1974 mid 1975
the estimated share was 1.4 percent.
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Section 2. PROGRAMS AND PERFORMERS

Current Programs

In 1976 DOD will account for approximately one-half of the
Federal R&D total, as has been the case for a number of years. The
anticipated share is 49 percent. The overall program increase of an
estimated $1.776 million is the largest for any agency and
represents about two-thirds of the anticipated growth in Feder; I
R&D obligations in 1976.6

The Air Force and the Navy have each scheduled an increase that
amounts to more than one-third of the DOD total. For the Air Force
the major growth is attributed to development of t he B-1 advanced
strategic bomber, the F-16 air cumbat fighter, and the NAVSTAR
global positioning system. Important efforts will also continue on
the advanced warning and nontrol system (AWACS), the
Minuteman III, the advanced ballistic reentry system (ABRES),
and the advanced medium STOL transport. The Navy increase is
derived mainly from the Trident ballistic missile, the air cumbat
fighter. and the submarine launched cruise missile. Major efforts
also continue on such Navy programs as the Aegis fleet air defense
system, the antisubmarine warfare system, and the Trident
submarine. The growl h in Army programs is chiefly related to the
SAM-D air defense missile, site defense for Safeguard, the utility
tactical transport helicopter (UTTAS), and the short range air
defense missile system (SHORAD). Important efforts continue on
the XM-1 tank and the ballistic missile advanced technology
program.

* Ac of 1.inii.ny t976 the IK)I) had been re d re ed !hinds It tuner essirin.s1 him Iry
apptiesiiii.nlv 575S million

1

6

In 1976. for the first lime in the 1966-76 decade. NASA is
scheduled for a significant increase-9365 million. Between 1966
and 1974 funding for NASA declined steadily and in 1975 rose only
to a slight extent. The NASA share of the Federal R&D total is
expected to be 16 percent in 1976. The chief cause of the growth s
expansion of the space shuttle program, followed by the lunar ar d
planetary. physics and astronomy, aeronautical research and
technology, and earth resources satellite programs. The N AS N
increase occurs despite completion of the Apollo-Soyuz Te: t
Project in 1975. for which funding has not since been provided

Federal obligations for research and development, by agency

(Dolla.s in millions]

A gency

Actual Estimates

1974 1975

Percent
change
1974 -75 1976

Percent
change
1975.76

Total $17,438 $18.905 8 4 S21.652 145

Department of Defense 8,420 8.860 5 2 1%635 *20 0
Natrona' Aeronautics and

Space Administration . 3,002 3.065 2 1 3,431 11.9
Energy Research and Develop

merit Administration 1,489 1,907 28 0 2,383 *25 0
Department of Health.

Education and Welfare . ..... 2.290 2.404 5 0 2.326 -3 2
National Science Foundation 556 621 +115 678 9 3
Department of Agriculture 379 423 -11 8 463 9 4
Department of Transponation 370 370 2 402 86
Department of the Interior .... 197 305 .55 2 33S 9 8
Environmental Protection

Agency 169 287 69 4 300 .48
Oeparoment of Commerce 181 110 .163 230 9 4
Other agencies 385 453 17.9 469 3 5

SOorce NabonAl SOrate cued/Pox.



ERDA represents the second largest increase in 1976 after DOD
$476 million. This new agency is expected to account for 11
percent of all Federal R&D obligations.' The broad programs
covered by ERDA are fossil and nuclear energy development:
solar, geothermal, and advanced energy systems development;
energy conservation; environmental anti safety research; and
weapons R&D and testing activities. Expansion is pianned for all
ERDA programs in 1976, but coal utilization is scheduled to
receive the largest share of the agency increase. Other areas
receiving important additional funding are weapons work, solar
energy development, fission and fusion power development.
physical research, and biomedical anti environmental research.

HEW is the only leading R&D support agency to reflect a decrease
in 1976. Its share of ail Federal R&D total is expected to be 11
percent. compared with 13 percent in 1975. The estimated $78
million drop is the not result of a decline in funding primarily for
the National Institutes of Health (NIH). which more than offsets
proposed increases of other HEW subdivisions. especially the
Office of Education (OE) in vocational education and other
a:tivilies. The reason for the net decline for HEW is that the
President's 1976 budget request was based upon 1975 levels that
reflected proposed recissions of amt:nts already appropriated for
1975 for a number of HEW programs. especially those of NIH.
Congress. by rejecting the recissions. restored 1975 totals to levels
considerably higher than those proposed for 1976 in the
President's budget.

NSF is expected to increase its R&D support by $58 million in 1976
and to represent 3 percent of the Federal R&D total. The largest
program area. Scientific Research Project Support, is scheduled
for an 11-percent increase, which includes expanded support to
fields in which efforts can be expected to contribute to long-term
solutions to food and energy problems. National and Special
Research Programs. the next area. reflects a 19-p-mcent increas..
But the RANN (Research Applied to National Needs) orogram Is

PADA era omp.me% ptomains trate.ferretl from other MGIVI le'. fit 1975: from Interior Ito
Ufa e of Coal ReSearg h.., portion of the liorr.ue of Atine%..thol energy ret.e.irt h is 1111m die Ma coif
theSecret.tr): from NV must of the %olio enernt geotheraidlenerp, rese.eri It arognims. fro a
CPA reriaul enm gv.retalmi p1i mman...ititl from Alit: all of it R &ar pssnasassss esrepl for not le. r
rei al.nurt Anti teat for hafet font lions

down 4 percent because of the transfer of most energy research to
ERDA. Within RANN. research on productivity is receiving
considerably increased support.

USDA R&D programs are scheduled for an overall increase of $40
million in 1976. with this agency's programs representing 2
percent of the Federal R&D total. Chief growth is found in the
Agricultural Research Service for work on animal and food
production. management of natural resources. and marketing
efficiency. and in the Cooperative State Research Service for
research at Stale agricultural experiment stations.
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The S32 million increase proposed for the Department of
Transportation (DOT) is primarily derived from advancing work
within the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA)
and the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA). The level of
funding for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reflects
little change in 1976, although within FAA development of more
efficient air traffic control and navigation systems will be
increased. FAA is the largest DOT subdivision as far as R&D
activities are concerned. DOT's National Highway Traffic Safely
Administration (NHTSA) is scheduled for a reduction in funds.

In 1976 the Department of the Interior plans an overall increase in
R&D funds of 830 million, chiefly for the proposed mined area
protection program under the Office of the Secretary. The larger
rise of 8108 tnillion in 1975 covered expanded mining technology
efforts within the Bureau of Mines and geologic and mineral
resources surveys under the Geological Survey, both of which
programs are expected to grow slightly in 1976.

EPA is another agency that reflects comparatively small growth in
1976 after substantial growth in 1975. The increase of $14 million
in 1976 will mostly cover increased research on energy-related
environmental problems, as did the increase of $117 million in
1975. Additional funds in 1976 are to be devoted to developing
standards for safe drinking water and the technology needed to
attain these standards economically. A number of other program
areas reflect small decreases.

For the Department of Commerce a $20 million increase in 1976 is
expected to cover expanded research in ocean fisheries and marine
ecosystems on the part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and growth in certain R&D programs of
the National Bureau if Standards (NBS).

For the period 1974-73 a total of 26 other agencies reported R&D
program data. Those with largest programs are the Veterans
Administration (VA . the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC)created to carry on regulatory and reactor safely
programs in nuclear energy (formerly under the Atomic Energy
Commission)the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD), and the Department of justice. Of these. NRC in 1976
reflects a sizable increase in funding and Justice n notable
ti ecreas e.

8

oCt

Performers

Estimates are that $15.9 billion, or 73 percent, of all obligations for
Federal R&D programs in 1976 will be placed in the form of
contracts and grants with extramural performers. The balance of
the R&D total. $5.8 billion, or 27 percent, will be obligated for
support of intramural performance, or work by Federal personnel.

INDUSTRY

The 23-percent increase in funding to industrial firms in 1976 will
hring the dollar awards to this sector to the highest level on record.
Nonetheless, industrial firms (including FFRDC's) are expected to
account for just 52 percent of an Federal R&D performance. compared
with 61 percent in 1966. Approximately four-fifths of the industrial
work will be directed to development.

The growth in the anticipated use of industry in 1976 is derived
largely from expansion of DOD programs. especially those of the Navy
and Air Force. as well as from ERDA and NASA programs.

Federal obligations for research and development, by performer

113olfais in millions)

Perks mer

Actual i Estimates

1974 1975

Percent
change
1974-75 1976

Percent
change
1975-76

Total 517 438 S18.905 1:1 4 621.652 14.5

Federal intramural .... .... . 4.815 5.302 101 5.756 .86
industrial forms .... .... .... .. 7.845 8.398 .70 10.516 i2b ^
FFRDC's' administerod by

industrial forms . . .... 593 728 .228 744 .22
Universities and colleges 2.215 L293 .3 5 2.230 -2 8
FFROCs' administered by

universities ....... .... 789 921 167 1,044 134
Other nonprofit institutions 703 759 .8 0 669 -119
FFROCs, administered by

nonprofit institutions 199 214 .74 222 .38
State and focal governments .. 214 224 4 7 394 75 6
Foreign performers ....... ........ 65 66 15 78 18 6

fernm"y Fue144 RtSeacen *no DeeeroenNent Centers
SOUttC NOM,* Stnt tokooas.o.



DOD. NASA. and ERDA jointly are the source of more than 90
percent of the support to industrial firms, but the relative con-
tributions of these agencies have changed considerably in the 1966-76
period. The NASA share has declined from 42 percent in 1966 to an
estimated 18 percent in 1976 even though the declining support trend
for the years after 1966 was reversed in 1975. The DOD share has risen
from 49 percent in 1966 to an estimated 63 percent in 1976. and the
share of industrial R&D support represented by ERDA, from 7 percent
to 12 percent.

INTRAMURAL

The Federal intratnural sector reflects a mniinuous increase in
R&D funding from 1966 to 1976. Even so, in 1976 for the first time since
1967 the share of the Federal R&D total represented by intramural
work is expected to decline --to 27 percent, compared with 28 percent
in 1975 and 21 percent in 1966. Federal intramural performance covers
costs associated with the administration of extramural programs by
Federal personnel as well as all costs associated with direct perfor-
mance.

For most of the years between 1966 and 1973 a little more than one-
half cf all Federal R&D work was devoted to development. but the
1974-76 period reflects a gradual shift toward the research end of the
spectrum. In 1976 research is expected to account for 53 percent of all
intramural R&D performance.

DOD. which has provided more than one-half of the support for
intramural performance in the 1966-76 decade, is largely responsible
for the rising trend in overall' support to this sector. NASA. the next
agency. has also contributed to this rise. Other agencies in the
aggregate. however, are expanding their support to intramural work at
an even faster pace. especially HEW. USDA. Interior. and Commerce.
Thus, the combined share of DOD and NASA has dropped from 80
percent in 1966 to an estimated 71 percent in 1976.

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Federal support to universities rind collages for R&D performance
is scheduled to drop in 1970 for the first time since 1970 as a result of
proposed cutbacks for HEW. The share of the university and college
sector in the Federal R &D total rose from 9 percent in 1966 to a high of
13 percent in 1974. The share in 1976. however. Is expected to be just 10
percent.

A gradual trend is revealed in the reduced portion of the university
and college effort devoted to basic research and the somewhat
increased portion devoted to applied research, and to a lesser extent.
development. In the current (1974-76) period basic research and
applied research each represent approximately 45 percent of the
university and college total, and development represents 10 percent.

Between 1966 and 1975 the increasing support of HEW and
and

d NSF
mot e than offsets tho decreasing support on the part of DOD
NASA. In 1976, although DOD support to the university and college
sector is expected to rise. DOD will remain the third agency after HEW
and NSF, with ERDA and USDA in fourth and fifth place, respectively.
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10

Research by Fields of Science

In the last Iwo surveys data have been collected on research
performed al universities and colleges by fields of science. Six agencies
have been included. representing more than 90 percent of such Federal
research funding: HEW, NSF, DOD, USDA, ERDA. and NASA. They
provided approximately $1.9 billion in each of the years 1974, 1975,
and 1976. with a slight drop scheduled between 1975 and 1976.

The life sciences are expected to make up 54 percent of the
university and college research total in 1976, compared with 59 percent
in both prior years. The physical sciences will account for an estimated
15 percent; engineering for 10 percent; environmental sciences
(atmospheric. geological, and oceanography, excluding the biological
sciences) for 8 percent; the social sciences for 5 percent; mathematics
for 3 percent; end psychology for 3 percent.

Certain agencies are associated with support to certain fields.
HEW provides more than three-fourths of the support to the life
sciences and more than I hree-fifths of the support to psychology. NSF
provides approximately three-fifths of the environmental sciences
funding and more than two-fifths of the physical sciences funding.
NSF and DOD combine to provide more than four-fifths of the
mathematics dollars and almost four-fifths of the engineering dollars.
HEW and NSF together support almost three-fourths of university and
college research in the social sciences.



FFRDC's Federal R&D obligations to FFROC's' by administering sector and agency:
fiscal year 1976 (est.)

Federally Ftmded Research and Development Center:: (FFRDC's)
are R&D-performing or -managing organizations exclusively or
substantially financed by one or more Federal agencies and ad-
ministered for them by industry, universities, or other nonprofit
institutions. In 1978 ERDA is expected to be the principal source of
support for FFRDes. providing 70 percent of the total among all
agencies. Since this agency operates almost no laboratories of its own.
ERDA places most of its funds with FFRDC's.

As a share of all Federal R&D performance by FFRDC's. DOD will
account for 17 percent in 1976 and NASA for 5 percent.

Industrial firms

Other nonprofit institutions
.................................

[Dollars in millions)

Sector
All

agencies ERDA DOD
I

I NASA MC NSF HEW Other

Total 52.039.9 81204.7 5339.9 $104.6 561.4 $61.3 $9.9 $28.1

Industrial buns 7432 690.2 .2 .1 48 4 4 3 .6
Universrhes and

colleges 1.0439 681.4 184 6 104.4 8.4 532 7.7 3.5
Other nonproht

institutions 222.2 33.1 155 1 .1 46 3.1 2.2 240

FAItagy F undid Agitate% and Otiabegis 4 Carters
Sum* Nib01,41 Suites Fouggaion

In the 1966-76 period support of FFRDC's has risen almost
steadily. The sharpest increase has been realized by FFRDC's
administered by industry, but FFRDC's administered by universities
still do more than one-half the work.

OTHER NONPROFIT

Between 1986 and 1975, the share of other nonprofit institutions
(including FFRDC's) in the Federal R&D performance total rose from 4
percent to 5 percent but is expected to be 4 percent in 1076. HEW and
DOD are the principal support agencies.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Agencies of State and local governments are expected to account
for 1.8 percent of all Federal R&D activities in 1976. This sector is small
in terms of performance for Federal agencies but has been showing
signs of real growth as a performing area. The use of this sector will
increase by an es limated 75 percent bel ween 1975 and 1976. HE.W is the
chief agency to support Stale ant; local governments.
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Section 3. BASIC RESEARCH

Federal obligations for basic research amounted to $2,4b million
in 1974 and were expected to increase to $2,596 million in 1975 and
$2,689 million in 1976. Although these totals represent record
highs, the increases in both years are expected to be offset by
inflation.

In real terms the basic research funding level for 1975 (latest
calculable year) is 16 percent lower than 1967, the constant dollar
high.

Percent of to al

OOOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOO

Obligations

Average Annual
Percent Change

1966-74 3.7
1974-75 5.3
1975-76 3.6 I

18

As a share of the Federal R&D total, basic research support is an
anticipated 12 percent in 1976. down from 14 percent in 1974 and
1975. This drop is partly the result of lower funding by HEW and
partly a counterpart to the high development total in 1976.

Agencies

Five agenciesNASA. NSF, HEW, ERDA. and DOD accounted
for an estimated 89 percent of the Federal support fur basic
research activities in 1974 and an estimated 86 percent in 1975 and
1976.

NASA has since 1961 been the leadirg agency in basic research
funding, largely because of the stostantial cost of support
equipment such as spat:ecraft and launch vehicles necessary for
space exploration and the inclusion of costs for tracking and data
acquisition. The NASA share in the Federal basic research total in
1976 is expected to be 27 percent.

In it 0, for the first time. NSF Will become the second agency in
support of basic research. with an estimated 20 percent of the
Federal total. compared with 12 lercent in 1966. The NSF growth
rate between 1966 and 1976 is hit hest of all agencies, and between
1974 and 1976 NSF shows both tl .: largest relative and the largest
absolute increases in basic rest arch funding. Most of the $62
million growth in 1976 is planne I for Scientific Research Project
Support to all science disciplines. Special emphasis will be placed
on energy-related general resent- At, on inquiries likely to have a
potential impact on food and materials resources, and on support
for modern instrumentation.



Federal obligations for basic research, by agency

[Dollars in millions]

Actual Estimates

Agency
1974 1975

Percent
change
1974 -75 1976

Percent
change
1975-76

12.465 12.596 45,3 12,689 43.6

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration 733 $98 -46 737 45,7

National science Foundation ..... 415 476 414.7 536 12.9
Department of Health.

Education, and Ws flare 561 560 -.2 485 -13 3
Energy Research and Develop-

ment Administration 232 261 412.1 292 412.0
Department of Defense ........ 244 245 .4 259 45.8

Other agencies 280 356 427.7 378 6.0

ire eq. amounts 6010040 by NASA roc t 4a ortoar0 06 the 0Srad Of 06 81006001 Cool of
support 4660Ornent Su CA 66 apacactari and It ich valuelos patuuat to spat* 0001400a, and she
*lobaital pr ration Of 000 for trationo and dl 4 atquisdpoll
Souk, Natant $40006 Foundabon

HEW is the only leading basic research support agency to reflect a
decline in funding in 1976. Its share of the Federal total is an
anticipated 18 percent (compared with 23 percent in 1974). In each
year from 1980 through 1975 HEW was the second agency in size of
basic research support. Most of the 1976 decrease of $75 million is
accountec for by reduced funding for the National Institutes of
Health.

ERDA is second to NSF in dollar growth in basic research support
between 1974 and 1978. The $31 million increase for 1976 is mostly
found in he physical research program, much of it in high-energy
physics i,t increase knowledge of the fundamentals and the
behavior of atomic particles, matter, and energy.

The $14 million rise for DOD in 1976 for the most part reflects
effort v ithin its military sciences program area.The shared DOD
within the Federal basic research total has dropped from 14
percent in 1966 to an estimated 10 percent in 1976.

Conversely, the share of all other agencies combined has grown
from 10 percent in 1986 to an expected 14 percent in 1978. In 1975 a
sharp relative rise was occasioned by the increased funding of the
Agricultural Research Service (USDA), and in 1978 growth is
chiefly expected to stem from the Geological Survey (Interior).

.4 """.. 4.4e/VC.5.`;'"

HEW--...../
...........

.........................; ......., 00

EROAb NSF -,,.

''......7 LI' = :"..b,"4171"114,111
.... ...... o

-os,

.4rreThf,
-.--, .0611.-Nft..mm.'01 0
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Performers

Universities and colleges have always made up the leading
performance sectqr for federally funded basic research. Their
share of the Fedei 31 basic research total has been fairly stable in
the 1966-76 perimi. ranging from a high of 40 percent in 1966 to a
Iow or 35 percent Pi 1970. The expected share in 1976 is 38 percent.

The parts played by various agencies in support of academic
performance has shifted considerably. Although HEW was the
leading agency from 1966 through 1975. NSF is expected to be the
leading agency in 1976. HEW, which provided more than one-
fourth of the support to universities and colleges for basic research
in 1966. reflected a share as high as 1%,13-fifths by 1974, but is
scheduled to provide an estimated one-tl ird in 1976. In 1976 NSF
is scheduled to account for two-fifths. Three mission-oriented
agenciesDOD, ERDA, and NASA repeesentecl more than two-
fifths of the university- and - college totali.11966, but by 1976 their
combined share is slightly more than on .-fifth.

Over the 1966-76 timespan the share of Fe leral basic research that
has been intramurally performed has gt *dually grown from 24
percent to an estimated 28 percent_

Federal obligations for basic research,

(Dollars In millions)

by performer

Performer

Actual Estim ales

1974 1975

Percen1
change
1974-75 1976

Percent
chance
1975-78

Total $2.465 52,596 45 3 S2.689 3 6
Federal intramural 861 736 11A 766 4 1
Industrial firms' 495 487 -1.7 534 96
Universities and colleges 970 I 1,025 45.7 1,026
FFROO's administered by

universities ..... 200 219 49.3 247 413 2
Other nonprofit institutions' 108 100 7.7 88 -12 0
Other performers 31 , 31 2.0 29

Ingodws ecetaily traded Rfteoch and Oe.Nopmonttentvis IFFMC 1,pdamo.slored by Owl sect°.
Soun. koana) Soents <madman
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NASA has been the primary support agency For basic research
performed intramurally and is expected to account for more than
one-fourth of the total in 1976. Other support agencies are USDA,
DOD. Interior, and HEW. in that order. The increased share of
intramural activity. in the Federal basic research total between
1974 and 1976 is chiefly attributable to Interior and USDA.

Industry makes up the third most important-sector for Federal
basic research performance. and NASA has accounted for more
than four-fifths of the support in the 1966 -76 decade. Industrial
performance within the Federal basic research t nal has ranged
from a low of 18 percent in 1970 to a high of 23 percent in 1973. The
anticipated share for 1976 is 20 percent.
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Fields

The physical sciences have almost always represented the largest
shire of the Federal basic research effort. In 1976 they are expected
to make up 37 percent of the total. compared with a low of 32
percent in 1974. Funding for the physical sciences is scheduled to
increase in both 1975 and 1976, mostly as a result of program
increases on the part of NASA, ERDA. and NSF. which together
account for approximately four out of five dollars provided to this
field.

The life sciences, although remaining second in sive of support. i.re
expected to reflect decreases in funding in 1975 and 1976. Nal
(HEW' is responsible for approximately o le-half of i le
obligaiions to this field and is the major factor in i his decline. A. a
share of the Federal basic research total, the life sciences sre
expected to drop from a high of 34 percent in 1974 to 28 percent in
1976.

The environmental sciences have since 1971 represented between
18 percent and 19 percent of the basic research total. The primary
sources of support to this broad field are NASA, NI;F, Interior, and
DOD. Between 1974 and 1970 the increases planted by NSF and
Intericr's Geological Survey will more than offstt the expected
decreases in NASA support.

In 1976 engineering will account for an estimated 8 percent of all
Federal basic research, compared with 9 percent in 1966. In this
period agencies have shifted in relative support to this field. From
1966 until 1972 NASA provided Ito chief support to engineering
with DOD in second place. Since then DOD has provided the chief
support, and since 1974 NSF has been in second place. In 1976
DOD will fund more than one-third of the basic research activity in
engineering, NSF somewhat more than one-fourth. and NASA less
than one-fifth.

The social sciences share of the Federal basic research total has
grown between 1966 and 1976 from 2 percent to 3 percent. while
the share of mathematics has decreased from 3 percent to 2
percent.

Federal obligations for basic research, by field of science

I Dollars in millions)

Field 01 science

Actual Esti ales

1966 1974 197, tN31976 '
Total $1.840 S2,465 $2,596

CO
S2.689

Life SCienees SS2 843 822 753
PsyChology 53 49 47 48
Physical sciences 667 797 898 1,000

Astronomy . 170 203 246 265
Chemistry 119 199 207 236
Physi:S 350 389 436 490
Othei 28 6 8 9

Eneiron nental SCienees 291 447 463 499

Atmospheric 176 212 207 235
Geological 66 162 170 174
Ocear ography 49 67 82 86
Other 6 4 4

Maihermitics 60 49 55 59
Engineering 168 189 210 218
social svedces 44 73 82 91
Other sciences 4 16 19 21

i
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Section 4. APPLIED RESEARCH

Federal applied research activities are expected to grow from
$4,708 million in 1974 to estimated totals of $5.141 million in 1975
and $5,551 million in 1976. In constant dollars, however, little
change in support is expected to be shown from one year to the
next in the 1974-76 period.

As a share of the Federal R&D total, applied research has increased
to some extent from ail 22-percent level of 1966. in 1976 the
anticipated share is 26 percent, down one percentage point from
1974 and 1975.
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Agencies

Although almost all Federal agencies sponsor applied research
activities, DOD, HEW, and NASA will account loran estimated 72
percent of the applied research total in 1976. These three agencies
have led for many years in support to Federal applied research, but
over the 1966.76 period their share of the total has dropped: it was
88 percent in 1966,

Among all the agencies the DOD dollar increase is the largest in
1976. It is derived primarily from Army and Air Force programs.
particularly for work in the engineering sciences. Although DOD's
overall support to applied research has grown between 1966 and
1976. the DOD share of the Federal total has declined from 46
percent to an estimated 31 percent because of the growth of applied
research efforts of other agencies.

HEW is the only major agem y to show a decline in dollar support
in 1976, almost entirely from proposed cutbacks in programs of the
National Institutes of Heal.h. At present HEW is the second
agency in size of applied research undertakings. Its share of the
Federal applied research total grew from 19 percent in 1966 to 27
percent in 1975 but is expected to be only 22 percent in 1976. HEW
has contributed substanbally to longterm growth in Federal
support to this area.

NASA will account for the secondlargest increase in 1976, much
of the rise within the space sciences program. NASA is similar to
DOD in that applied research support has grown between 1966 and
1976 but not to all performing sectors. The intramural sector has
shown substantially increased support whereas the industrial
sector has shown a decided drop. Also like DOD, the NASA share
within the Federal applied research total has fallen: from 23
percent in 1906 10 an estimated 18 percent in 1970.



Federal obligal'ons for applied research, by agency

(Dollars in millions(

Agency

Actual I Estimates

1971 1975

Percent
change
190-75 1978

Percent
change
197S-78

Total 61.708 6$141 .9.2 £5.551 .8 0
Department of Defense 1.S16 1.522 4 1.727 +13.5
Department of Health. Education

and Welfare 1.290 1.368 .6 0 1.245 -9 0
National Aeronautics and Space

Administration 776 867 .11.8 1.001 +15 8
Energy Research and Develop-

ment Administration 232 321 .384 421 31.0
Department of Agriculture 219 215 118 268 +94
Department of Commerce 111 127 .11.7 1411 10.9
Department of the Interior 74 113 .52.9 138 21.1
National Science Foundation 105 11S 97 111 -8
Environmental Protection Agency 87 117 35 3 111 -5 9
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 12 56 .31 1 88 57 4
Veterans Administration 7S 86 .13.9 85 -1.3
Der4Iment 01 Transportation 62 63 18 80 .28 0
All others 118 140 188 131 -8.7

Swag, tfol.onS1 SCItmto FavndShon

A number of other agencies have been responsible for substantial
increases in applied research activity in the 1966-76 decade. The
combined applied research obligations of ERDA. USDA, Com-
merce, Interior, NSF, and EPA have increased more than fivefold
io this period. Their share of the Fedet al applied research totai nas
grown from 9 percent in 1966 to an etituated 21 percent in 1976.
The increase for ERDA io 1970 is thiri highest among the Federal
agencies, and the increase between 1974 and 1976 (of $189 million)
will move the ERDA share of the Federal applied research effort
from 5 percent to an estimated 8 percent. This increased support
will provide primarily for expansion in coal research, fusion
power research, and biomedical and environmental research.
The USDA sponsorship of applied research has shown steady
growth throughout the 1966.76 decade. much of it for work within
the Agricultural Research Service and in support of agricultural
experiment stations, 'rhe USDA shore of Federal applied research
support has ranged between 4 percent and 5 percent.

The Commerce share has rise.t from 1 percent in 1966 to an
estimated 3 percent in 1976. Exf'anded applied research efforts of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
are primarily responsible for th s change.
Interior is expected to almost double its applied research support
from 1974 to 1976. The iocrease in 1975 provided for expansion in
mining techoology research within the Bureau of Mines, and the
1976 increase is primarily directed to proposed research uoder the
Office of the Secretary in reclaiming mined areas. The interior
share of the applied research total remains 2 percent.

The NSF share is now also 2 percent, having increaed from one-
tenth of 1 percent of the Federal applied research total in 1966.
Since 1970 increased NSF support to applied research mainly
reflects the sponsorship of programs within the broad Research
Applied to National Needs (RANN) program but inc udes portions
of Scientific Research Project Support and other pro. ;rams as well.
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Although EPA reflects a slight decrease in 1976, the estimated
applied research support for that year is significantly higher than
the 1974 level. The net increase in the 1974-76 period is primarily
for work on energy- related environmental research. The EPA
share of the Federal applied research total in 1976 is an estimated 2
percent, compared with I percent in 1970, the year this agency was
established.

The applied research programs of the recently established NRC
(Nuclear Regulatory Commission) are scheduled to double
between 1974 and 1976. The largest NRC program is reactor safety
research, which was formerly under the purview of AEC. The NRC
share of the Federal applied research total is expected to be almost
2 percent in 1976, compared with just under 1 percent in 1974.

Performers

Federal intramural establishments make up the prime area for I
applied research performance. The intramural sector is expected
to account for 41 percent of the Federal applied research total in
1976, up from 31 percent in 1966. Since 1969 this sector has shown
strong and steady growth.

Federal obligations for applied research, by performer

(Dollars in millions)

Pedormer

Actual Estimates

1974 1975

Percent
change
1974-75 1976

Total 54.708 $5.141 92 $5,551

Federal intramural ,783 2.009 12 7 2.274
Industrial tarns' 1,254 1.381 101 1.583

ratversitieS and colleges 1.014 1.031 .17 973
FFFIOC'S admorasslered by

universities 184 218 +183 249
Other nonproin institutrons 367 397 8 1 352
Other performers 105 105 -7 121

ineudes Fedeally, unded Anaemia arld Devetopment CeolOnIFFRDO S103...50.0a1bVINSIAW
*Mat* NO04131 5cenCe Foundabork
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Percent
change
1975-76

.80
.13 2
14 6
-5 7

The major agencies contributing to this long-term rise are DOD,
NASA, and HEW, although USDA and Commerce have also
reflected significant increases in support to intramural work.

Dollar support to the industrial sector declined sharply between
1966 and 1969 but grew importantly in subsequent years, reaching
an alltime high in the 1976 estimate. In 1976 industrial firms are
ex,ncled to perform 29 percent of the Federal applied research
total, a decided drop from the 41-percent share they represented in
1966.
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In earlier years, 1966 to 1974, DOD and NASA were primarily
responsible for the trend in applied research support to industry,
but from 1974 to 1976 these agenCies were Joined by ERDA and
NRC in terms of influence on the upward t;urve of industry
funding.

Applied research performance on the part of universities and
colleges showed uninterrupted increases each year between 1966
and 1975except for a slight drop in 1970. In 1976 another drop is
anticipated, stemming more from curtailed plans by HEW than
from any other factor.

The university-and-college share of the total Federal applied
research effort grew from 15 percent in 1966 to 20 percent in 1975,

ibut the share for 1976 is estimated at :8 percent.

Fields

Between 1966 and 1976 engineering has been the leading field in
Federal applied research support,making up 44 percent of the
applied research total in 1966 and an estimated 42 percent in 1976.
DOD and NASA are the chief agency sources of support to
engineering, but in the 1974-76 period Interior. ERDA. and NRC
are also expected to contribute significantly to the important
scheduled growth for this field.

The life sciences. second in degree of Federal support, grew
strongly between 1966 and 1975, but are scheduled to decline in,
1976. Their share of the Federal applied research total was 22
percent in 1966 and had grown to 32 percent by 1975. In 1976,
however, the share is an anticipated 29 percent. HEW is the chief
source of support to this field

The environmental sciences, mainly supported by NASA. received
sharply diminished funding from 1966 to 1969 but reflected steady
upward growth in subsequent years. The 1976 share of total is an
estimated 10 percent. compared with 13 percent in 1966 and 7
percent in 1969.

The physical sciences have shown 1".ile growth over the 1966-76
decade. Their share of the total Feder r,1 applied research effort was
12 percent in 1966 but will be an es tikaa ted 9 percent in 1976. DOD
and ERDA provide most of the funding to this field.

Support to the social sciences has dottbled in the 1966-76 timespan
while the social sciences share of 111., applied research effort has
increased from 3 percent to 5 percent. HEW offers the principal
support lo the social sciences.

Mathematics and psychology will each receive an estimated 2
percent of Federal funding for applied research in 1976. DOD and
HEW provide the main impetus to support of psychology, and
DOD is the principal agency in support to mathematics.

Federal obligations for applied research, by field of science

(Dollars in millions(

Field of science Actual Estimates

1966 1974 1975 1976

Total $3.431 $4.708 $5.141 $5.551

Lee sciences 749 1.546 1,649 -1595
Psychology 47 93 85 9 )
Physical sCsericeS 410 385 418 473

Astronomy 14 3 4
Chemistry 139 132 139 15)
Physics 229 217 235 221
Other 28 33 40 44

Environmental sciences 458 428 497 52)
AlmOSPhenc 122 218 229 231
Geological 296 80 97 109
Oceanography 29 59 es 84
Other 11 71 86 105

Mathematics 62 78 88 98
Engineering r. 1,514 1,814 1.992 2.327
Social sciences 121 218 280 265
Other scier,ces 69 144 151 171

Some* Nahoom Scones to.oaran
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Section 5. DEVELOPMENT

Feder ' obligations for development are expected togncrease from
$10.3 billy n in 1974 to $11.2 billion in 1975. and to increase further
to $1:>.4 billion in 1976. a record high. This figure compares with
the previous high of $11.3 billion in 1967.

Despite the rise, the 1975 total represents an actual decline from
the previous: year in constant dollars and a 36-percent decline from
the 1967 peak. The schedoled effort for 1976 will reflect expanded
performance over 1975 in real terms based on any reasonably
estimated deflator but will still be approximately 25 percent less
than the 1967 level.
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The development share of the total Federal R&D effort declined
from 66percent in 1966 to 59 percent in 1974 and 1975. The share is
expected to increase in 1976 to 62 percent.

Agencies

DOD. NASA. and ERDA together are expected to account for 89
percent of the total Federal development effort in 1976, compared
with a 97-percent share for these three agencies in 1966. in recent
years other agencies have entered significantly into development
programs. redocing the share of the leading three.

The dollar incrJase for DOD hi 1976 is the largest for any Federal
agency. DOD hos supported development to such an extet I that its
share of the Federal development total has grown from 51 percent
in 1966 to an eslinia led 64 percent in 1976. Plans for 1976 inclode
expanded development of the Navy's Trident submarine-launched
missile system, air combat fighter, and sea-launched cruise
missile. The Air Force plans significant increases to cover its
version of the air combat fight er as well as the 134 bomber. Smaller
increases have been scheduled for the Army for such programs as
the UTTAS logistic helicopter and the short-range air defense
missile (SHORAD).

NASA is still the second largest support agency for development
efforts even though funding has declined sharply in the past
decade. contriboting to a drop in the NASA share of the Federal
development total from 3' percent in 1966 to on estimated 13
percent in 1976. For 1976 an increase in funding is proposed. which
primarily covers the continuing development of the space shuttle.



Federal obligations for tiosoloPillorif by agency

(Dollars In mullions]

Agency

Actual Estimates

1974 1975

lierc.ent
nhange
1974.75 1976

Percent
change
1975-78

Total $10266 $11.168 88 $13.411 20.1
Department of Defense 6.b60 7.093 8.649 21.9
National Aeronautics and space

Administration 1.494 1.501 .5 1.690 12.6
Energy Research and Development

Administration 1.024 1.324 29.3 1.669 26 0
Department of Health. Education.

and Wei fare 439 478 8.5 596 25.2
Department of Transportation 308 308 -.2 322 4 6
Environmental Protection Agency 73 154 1108 172 122
Other agencies 267 313 17.1 313

LOSS Mon 05peftent.
SOW.* Notonal Science Fountlalrn

ERDA shows the laigast relative growth of any agency in
development support in 1976. and the dollar increase is second
only to that of DOD. Chief impetus to growth is found in coal
utilization. solar energy development. fission power reactor
development. and weapons development and testing activities.
The activities covered by ERDA amounted to 8 percent of the
Federal development total in 1966 but had grown to 10 percent by
1974 and are expected to reach 12 percent in 1976.

The 10-perce 11 share of the remaining agencies in 1976 is
primarily divided among HEW. DOT. and EPA. Between 1966 and
1974 HEW and DOT were responsible for the largest part of the
increase in the development effort of thisgroup. In 1975 most of the
growth was attributable to energy-related programs of EPA. and
in 1976 most of the increase is derived from proposed expansion of
programs of the Office of Education within HEW.
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Performers

The principal locus of most Federal development work has been
industry, although the total of development performed by
industrial firms fell sharply between 1967 and 1971, mostly as a
result of the curtailment of NASA programs. Afteralmost leveling
off in the next three years. funding to industry (including
FFRDC's) reflects a steep risefrom $6.7 billion in 1974 to an
anticipated $9.1 billion in 1976. The 1976 figure surpasses the
previous high in 1967.

As a result of these changesin funding industrial performance as a
share of the development total dropped from 76 percent in 1966 to
65 percent in 1974 and is expected to increase to 68 percent in 1976.

DOD is primarily responsible for the upward movement in support
to industrial development contracts in 1976, followed by ERDA
and NASA.

Federal obligations for development, by performer

/Dollars in millions)

Performer

Actual Estimates

1974 1975

Percent
change
1974-75 1976

Percent
change
1975-76

Total 310.265 311.168 48 8 S13.411 20 2
Federal intramural 2.371 2.557 7 8 2.716 -6 2
Industrial firms 8.688 7.258 485 9.143 26 0
Universities and colleges 231 237 2.5 231 -2 3
FR:1=s administered by

universities 405 484 '4196 547 130
Other nonprofit institutions' 427 477 118 452 -5 3
Other performers 143 155 48.7 322 -107 9

Inaudescadwaity rupee./ Resmich iin0 Development Conte,* . CFROC slagtm..nte.ociOY enaseCIV

Sauna Natant &mar* rounds:Km
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Federal intramural performance of development showed little
change in level of effort from 1966 to 1970 but thereafter increased
almost steadily. more as a result of DOD activities than those of
any other agency. DOD accounts for approximately three-fourths
of the support to this sector.
In 1966. the Federal intramural sector accounted for 17 percent of
the development total and by 1974 made up 23 percent. A drop to
20 percent is expected in 1976.

Other sectorsuniversities and colleges. other nonprofit in-
stitu lions. and State and local governmentsperformed 7 percent
of all Federal development in 1966 but are expected to accomplish
12 percent in 1976.
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Section 6. GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION, 1974

In 1963. 1965, and 1968, and annually since then, data have been
collected on the geographic distribution of Federal R&D funds.

For 1974. almost 517,0 billion in Federal R&D obligations were
reported by the 10 participating agencies representing more than 97
percent of the total Federal R&D effort. These agencies also report .1c1
$750 million for R&D plant.

Data are given on a prime contract hasis, although additional data
were obtained from NASA on the effects of first-tier subcontracting in
1974. Indications from the NASA data are that if subcontracting is
taken into account. the dispersion of funds is greater than the pattern
shown in the following pages.

Synopsis

In 1974 every State and the District of Columbia received Federal
R&D support, California received the largest a mountS4.1 billion.
and Delaware the smallest amountS10.4 million.

Four StatesCalifornia. Maryland. Massachusetts and New
Yorkeach received more than Si billion in Federal R&D support
in 1974.

Eight States. including t he District of Columbia. were recipinnts of
Federal R&D funds in the 5500 million-to-S1 billion category.

Eleven Stales received from 5100 to S500 million in Federal funds
for R&D purpo:tes in 1974.

Twenty States reflected support levels between S25 million and
5100 million, and eight were reported at levels below S25 million.

In 1974 a total of 33 States, including the District of Columbia,
received larger amounts of support than in 1973. Those with
increases the previous year were only 27 in number, including the
District of Columbia.

Eighteen states were reported as declining in Federal R&D support
between 1973 and 1974, a smaller number than in the previous
year.

Distribution of total Federal RED obligations
by State. FY 1974
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The Leading States

In 1974 the 10 lending States accounted for 69 percent of the
Federal R&D total compared with 68 percent for the two preceding
years. For the most part the same Slates are among the leading 10 each
year. In the entire period surveyed, the list has included California,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Florida, Pennsylvania, and
Texas. In 1974 New Jersey was not in this group, the first time this
State has been omitted.

California remains by far the chief recipient of Federal R &D
support, with almost $4.1 billion in 1974, or 24 percent of the Federal
R&D total nationwide. Even with recent increases, however, the
minim for 1974 is still below the 19651evel, and the California share is
lower than the 32-percent share in 1965.1n 1974 a $236 million increase
was shown over 1973, the largest for any State. DOD and NASA were
the main sources of support, providing more than 80 percent of the R&D
funds to California and nearly 84 percent of the 1974 gain. The
principal ongoing DOD anti NASA programs in California are the B-1
bomber and the space shuttle. The overall increase to this State would
have been even more prono Jriced except for small decreases in support
by ERDA, Commerce, Interior, and DOT. Industry made up nearly two-
thirds of all R&D performance in California. The remaining one-third
was mostly accounted for by Federal lahoratories 1 5 percent, and
universities and colleges-9 percent.

In 1974 Maryland received $1.5 billion, or 9 percent of total Federal
R&D support. The increase of $94 million was the third highest of any
Slate. More than three-fifths of the R&D support to Maryland in 1974
was for Federal intramural performance. Most of the remaining
support was directed to industrial firms. Threengenciesaccounted for
most of the Maryland R&D funding: DOD (42 percent or the total), HEW
(29 percent), and NASA (18 percent). The overall increase in 1974 was
largely attributable to DOD and HEW. which expanded their support
to nearly all performers. Tip: DOD rise primarily involved intramural
performance for the Navy and Air Force and an increase in other
nonprofit performance for he Navy. HEW, through NM, provided a
large part of the higher supp irt total in the form of an industry contract
essigned to the new Frederi:k Cancer Research Center. Other Federal
R&D fiicilities to Maryland include the National Institutes of Health
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(HEW), the Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA). the National Bureau
of Standards (Commerce). the Agricultural Research Center (USDA).
the Naval Surface Weapons Center (Navy). and the Edgewood Arsenal
Laboratories (Army).

Massachusetts showed a rise in R&D support of $235 million.
almost the same as California. This gain moved the State above the $1
billict mark for the first time since the collection of geographic data
was begun in 1963. DOD. which was responsible for almost three-
fourths of Federal R&D activities in Massachusetts in 1974. accounted
form -let of the increase, largely directed to industrial firms. DOD's use
of no; profit institutions also grewfrom S1 million in 1973 to nearly
$53 r billion in 1974. The reason was that the Charles Stark Draper
Lobos story. Inc. a large electronics organization in Cambridge. had
been tisassociated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and .tecome a nonprofit institution. HEW. responsible for ap-
proxiaately one-eighth of the 1974 support to Massachusetts.
conce itrated its effort in universities and certain other nonprofit
institutions. Most of the remaining work was funded by DOT, chiefly
for in ramural performance at the Transportation Systems Cent( r. by
NSF, for university performance: and by NASA. for industrial.
university and other nonprofit performance.

Distribulion of Federal R&D obligalions to the 10 States leading in such
support In fiscal year 1974 for selected years

[Dollars in millions)

State 190 1969 1973 1 174
Total. an States S 14.357 515.355 516.486 516.991

Percent distribution

California . 31 7% 27.9% 23 3% 240%
Maiyiand 61 6.3 8T 90
Massachusetts . 51 51 58 TO
New York 90 T2 5T 60
Floods 32 58 58 46
Pennsylvania 3T 40 38 39
Texas 51 45 39 38
Washington 15 25 34 38
Wirginia 20 1.9 34 38
Ohio 2 6 2.8 2.0 3 3
All other Stater 30 0 32.1 33 2 30 7

Inciotwa outlasKI antaa a-.a °Mesa abcood
NOW Oats age bate, on allsOnaas horn agenctes teptaaanang aostoionately 97 samara of Pa total retletat at&O totOn
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New York, after two consecutive years of decline, received a $94
million increase in Federal R&D support. the fourth highest of any
State. and again moved beyond the $1 billion level. The growth was
sufficient to place New York fourth among all the States, compared
with a fifth-place position in 1973. Most of the gain was caused by
HEWchiefly NIHfor biomedical research at universities and
colleges. DOD, however, was the largest single source of R&D funds
and made the second largest contribution to the 1974 increase.
Contracts for the Air Force and the Army figured in the gain. Increases
in support to New York were also shown by ERDA. DOT. and NASA.

A sharp decrease moved Florida to a level of $783 million in 1974.
compared with a high of more than $1 billion in 1972 and almost that
figure in 1973. The decrease of $169 million was the third largell for
any State. DOD. which provided more than one-half of the R&D
support to Florid s in 1974. was responsible for most of the decrease,
mainly through Air Force cutbacks to industry. NASA, the next largest
source of support showed only a minor change in funding. Virtually all
federally supported R&D work in Florida was performed either by
industry or by Federal laboratories. While industrial performance
dropped subs tar daily in 1974. Federal intramural performance
increased somew:tat. largely through NASA activities at the Kennedy
Space Center.

In 1974 Pennsylvania received a $31 million increase in Federal
R&D funding that raised the State level to $661.1 million, a record high.
DOD continued to provide apprt.ximately one-half of the support.
followed by ERDA, with almost one-fifth, and HEW. with less than
one-fifth. The increases of these three agencies in 1974 more than offset
decreases on the part of NASA and Interior. More than two-fifths of
the R&D performance was carried out by industrial firms. mostly for
The Army and the Navy. One-fifth of the performance was in Federal
laboratories, mostly for the Navy. Universities accounted for
approximately one-sixth, largely accomplished for HEW subdivisions.
Most of the research and development for ERDA was undertaken at the
Bettis Atomic Power Laborotory. an FFRDC.

Texas reflected virtually no change in the level of federally funded
R&D activities in 1974. which amounted to $652 million. NASA and
DOD together provided almost four-fifths of the total. Dermises in
support by DOD in 1974. primarily the Air Force. were offset by
increases from HEW, NASA. and NSF. One-half of the R&D
performance in Texas was undertaken by industrial firms. largely in
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R10 obligations by geographic division and State for selected years

(Dollars in millions)

Division and State 1965 1969 1973

Net
increase/
decrease
1965-73 1974

Net
increase/
decrease
1973.74

Pacific $4.849.0 $4.8t 3 5 84 562.0 -$287.0 $4.864.3 1302.3
Alaska
California

14.4
4,5513

68.6
4,289 8

41.8
3.640.:

*27.4
-7:3.2

953
aura ./

-16.5
*235 6

Hawaii 41.5 37.7 47,9 .6.4 53.1 52
Oregon 256 36.1 64.3 36.7 50.9 -4.4
Washington 214 3 381.2 567.9 36399 650.4 *82.5

South Atlantic 2,154.9 2.961.3 3.706.2 +1.551.3 3.7528 +466
Delaware 7.1 16.1 40.8 *33.7 10.4 -30.4
District of Columbia 374 3 444,3 490.0 +115.7 552.3 62.3
Florida 459 8 884.5 952.0 +492.2 783.2 -188 8
Georgia 68.4 2708 54 q .2.4 70.9 *4.1
Maryland 876 6 961 8 1,434.8 5562 1.528.9 94.1
North Carolina 57.6 565 101.9 *44.1 110.0 8.1
South Carolina 17.1 17.1 23.7 68 286 5.1
Virginia 204.2 286 3 567.9 +283.7 642.3 74 4
West Virginia 19.6 16 0 28 2 8 6 25.9 -2.3
Middle Atlantic 2.228 6 2.436.1 2.206.7 -21.9 2.160.2 -46.5

New Jersey 410.7 7019 645 2 *234.5 473.8 -171.4
New York 1289 3 1.107.0 932.6 -358.7 1.026 3 *93.7
Pennsylvania 528 7 620 3 628.8 1001 660.1 *31.3

New England 992 7 1.085 7 1.264A +2717 1.561.8 *297.4

Connecticut 184.5 223.6 193.9 9.4 233.7 39 8
Maine 43 14.3 96 5.3 10.5 ...g
Massachusetts 733.7 775 0 953 6 *219.9 1.1813 234.7
New Hampshire 288 31.0 306 *1.8 29.3 -1.3
Rhode Island 37.5 32 8 59.3 +21.8 74.9 15 6
Vermont 40 90 17.5 +135 251 *7.6

East North Central 923 7 1.044 3 :.922 6 loe 1 1.263 8 +181.0

- . 191.7 251.2 287.6 095.9 325.4 *37.8
Indiana . 71.9 1088 829 11.0 950 12.1
Michigan 155 2 167.4 153 8 -1.4 196 6 *42.8
Ohio 379.1 432.6 478 8 *99.7 567.3 88 5
Wisconsin . 125 8 842 796 -46.2 79.6 -
Mounlain 990 1 1.136.7 12908 +300.5 1.213.0 -77.6

Arizona 766 792 948 18.2 99.5 4.7
Colorado 212 3 264 4 410 8 *1965 323.3 -87.5
Idaho 63 8 596 81.8 +18 2 52.2 -29 6
Montana 86 83 199 11.3 136 -63
Nevada 154 5 232 3 143.1 -11.4 112 5 -30.6
New Mexico ... 425 3 426 3 462.8 47.5 532.0 69 2
Utah 450 498 66.7 *21.7 68.7 2.0
Wyoming 42 68 107 +65 , 11.0 3

West South Central 1.1431 894 3 1 794 0 -349.1 772.1 -21.9
Arkansas 66 7.4 166 +100 14.2 -2.4
Louisiana 377.1 171.8 91.6 -265.5 75.7 -15.9
Oklahoma 28.4 20.1 34.8 64 29.9 -4.9
Texas ....... . 7310 695 0 651.0 -800 652.2 *1.2
East South Central 628 3 597 5 681.5 *53 2 726 7 *45.2
Alabama 370 7 358 4 376 5 *18 377.4 ...9
Kentucky 17.1 214 38.1 +21.0 31.3 -68
Mississippi 36 7 26 0 57.5 +20 8 76 3 *18 8
Tennessee ........ .. ...... 203 7 191 6 209 5 *5 8 241.7 32 2
w es i North Central ... . 408 7 328 5 i 830 8 422.1 607,4 -223.4

Iowa 288 342 385 9.7 46.5 60
Kansas 25 7 396 30 4 *4.7 29,4 -1.0
Minnesota 106 3 893 120 2 139 106.9 -133
Missouri 231 7 141.9 608.1 376 4 367.0 -221.1
Nebraska 7.7 11.3 13.4 5.7 14.7 13
North Dakota 5 0 6 8 9 5 *4,5 10 5 1.0
South Dakota 3 5 5 4 10.7 7.2 12.4 *1.7

sevo.* usixzio sc.:n*0,4i., Dawn
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aerospace, aircraft. and electronics work for DOD and NASA. These
agencies also supported much of the Federal intramural work within
the State. as. for example, at the Johnson Space Center in Houston.
HEW provided most of the funds for university performance.

Washington experienced a gain in Federal R&D support of $82
million in 1974, raising the total to $650 million, a record high. DOD
(largely the Air Force) accounted for almost three-fifths of the entire
R&D effort and almost two-thirds of the 1974 increase. This funding
was primarily directed to industry for aircraft development. ERDA
also sponsored increased R&D performance in the State of Washington.
at the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, ar FFRDC
located in Richland.

Virginia's receipt of Federal R&D funding increased in )974 to a
total of 8642 million, the largest amount ever received by tLis Stale.
More than four-fifths of the total was accounted for by 110D and
NASA. More than one-half of the R&D effort in the State wa ; carried
out intramurally and one-third by Industrial firms. In.ramural
facilities include the Army's Fort Belvoir laboratories. the Naval
Weapons Laboratory at Dahlgren. and NASA's Langley I:esearch
Center. Industrial performance is focused mainly on DOD (migra nts.
especially those of the Navy.

For Ohio the R&D funding level of $567 million in 1974 was the
highest since 1968. Four out of every five R&D dollars spent by the
Federal Government in Ohio were spent by DOD and NASA. More
than two-fifths of the R&D performance was intramural and included
work in the Air Force laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
and at NASA's Lewis Research Center. Almost two-fifths of the effort
relectad industrial contracts, mostly for DOD with special emphasis
on the Air Force.

In 1974. the District of Columbia and New Mexico were in eleventh
and twelfth place, respectively, in Federal R&D support. Nearly three-
fourths of the District of Columbia effort represented intramural
performance, mainly by DOD laboratories. In New Mexico virtually all
of the R&D effort was funded by ERDA or DOD. The ERDA work was
performed at the Sandia Laboratory and the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory, both of them FERDC's. Mast of the DOD work was
intramurally performed, at such installations as the Army's White
Sands Missile Range and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory at
Kirtland Air For.:e Base.

Distribution of Funds by Performers

When States are compared by performing sectors. contrasting
patterns of rank are shown. Federal agencies seeking certain kinds of
research or development competence to hnplement their missions have
turned to existing organizations with specialized calm! ..ities within
given Stales, and often agency support of these organizations has
furthered their expansion. Leadership by certain sectors in certain
Stales becomes established in this way. Certain States show
predominant strength in onl y one sector of R&D performance whereas
other Slates show leadership in more than one area (both industrial
and academic. for example). The latter situation is sometimes brought
about by the fact that nen.% Ries of one kind of R&D verformer will
encourage the growth of other kinds of R&1) perfoi-mers in as supporting
capacity.
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INDUSTRIAL FIRMS

Industrial performance lends to be widely
separated geographically, clustering in
coastal areas. In 1974. California and
Massachusetts were the leading Slates in
industrial R&D performance for Federal
agencies. A number of firms located in those
Slates are particularly well suited for work
on defense and space programs. The next
three Stales were New York, Washington,
and Maryland, all of which contain
specialized industrial capability in aircraft,
aerospace, and electronics.

The pattern of geographic separation is
further exemplified by the next five Stales to
represent industrial performance: Florida,
Pennsylvania, Texas. Missouri, and New
Jersey. All of these are coastal States except
Pennsylvania and Missouri.

These 10 leading States accounted for 76
percent of total perfortnance by industrial
firms (including FFRDC's) in 1974. That year
the first eight Slates in industrial perfor-
mance were also the first eight in total R&D
performance. although in a different order.
reflecting the fact that industrial perfor-
mance made up nearly 51, percent of all
Federal R&D performance Chief support
agencies were DOD anti NASA.

FEDERAL INTRAMURAL

In 1974 the 10 leading States in intramural
p Tformance accounted for approximately
80 percent of the Federal intramural total,
largely reflecting work connected with DOD
at d NASA programs. Five of these Stales
w 3re found on the east coastMaryland. the
D'strict of Columbia. Virginia. Florida. and
Massachusetts.
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The location of a Federal R &D facility can
be determined by the advantages of a
particular physical site for certain missions,
as in the case of weapons testing at the
Army's While Sands Missile Range in New
Mexico or nearness to mining sites al the
Bureau of Mines Pittsburgh Mining and
Safety Research Center in Pennsylvania. Or
conditions propitious for space launch may
govern the choice of a site, for example. the
NASA Kennedy Space Center al Cape
Canaveral. Fla.

Federal R&D facilities are often located
near related Federal or private sector per-
formers. as, for example. the Naval Ord-
nance Missile Test Facility al White Sands,
N. Mex. near the Army missile range or the
Air Force Space aral Missile Test Center al
Vandenberg Air -,orce Base, Calif. near
private weapons nanufacturers. Obvious
advantages can al to accrue frotn locating
near agency headquarters, which !leveled to
the important intramural status of
Maryland, the Di. trick of Columbia, mud
Virginia.

Federal intratuut al performance repre-
sented 27 percent of the Federal R&D total in
1974.

UNIVERSrnES AND COLLEGES

The '10 leading States in performance by
universities and colleges accounted for 61
percent of the university-and -college total In
1974. In all of these States HEW was the
prime agency source of support, largely to
medical schools. and, NSF was the second
source except in the case of Massachusetts
where DOD carried a support role equal to
Thal of NSF.

geo

Performance by universities and colleges
is geographically more dispersed than is the
case rot-industrial and intramural perfor-
mance. partly because the academic sector
tends to perform research rather than
development, which is likely to require
large-scale opeiations that concentrate in
fewer locations. Thus dispersion is
somewhat more attainable for the
university-and-college sector. Federal agen-
cies have, in fact, adopted a policy of
avoiding undue concentration in the dis-
tribution of grants to academia.

The university-and-college sector was
responskole for 13 percent of all research and
developditnt sponsored by the Federal
Government in 1974.

UNIVERSITY-ADMINISTERED FFRDC's

FFRDC's administered by universities
were responsible for slightly less than 5
percent of the total Federal R&D effort in
1974. The five leading States were Califor-
nia. New Mexico, Illinois. Maryland. and
New York. In six of the 10 leading Stales
ERDA was the only sponsoring agency or the
major one. Other support agencies were
NASA. DOD, and NSF.

OTHER NoNpRonr INsTrruriONS
Other nonprofit institutions (.ncludistg

liTRIXrs) accounted for almost 5 percent of
total Federal R&D performance. The leading
States were all among the leaders for other
performing sectors in 1974.
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R&D Plant

The leading States to receive R&D plant
support show a fairly close correlation
with those States receiving R&D sup-
port. In all. 18 Stales appeared in the
"leading 10"grotipat one time or another
in the 1963-74 period. California. New
York, Maryland, Florida, and New
Mexico were always among this group.
For the fourth consecutive year, Califor-
nia in 1974 led all the Slates as the
principal recipient of Federal R&D plant
support, and also reflected a 10-percent
increase in funding. DOD. ERDA. and
NASA were the leading sponsors.
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In 1974. ERDA was the primary source
of R&D plant support in seven of the
leading 10 States: Washington, New
York. New Mexico. Illinois, Tennessee,
Minnesota. and Pennsylvania. Six of
these States contain FFRDC's that are
under ERDA sponsorship.
Minnesota appeared among the leading
10 States largely as the result of a
contract for computer equipment to be
used in support of certain ERDA atomic
weapons development programs.

Factors in R&D
Performing Strength

R&D obligations can be ranked by Stale
and compared with such measures of
national resources as population, total
personal income, and total Federal taxes,
Although no direct cause-aad-effect
relationships can be drawn, the data tend to
indicate that the wider choice of skills and
institutions found in more populous and
wealth-producing areas is related to the
selection of those areas for R&D perfor-
mance.

Federal obligations for R&D plant in the 10 States leading in such support, by agency, fiscal year1974

(Dollars in millions}

State
I

Total
I

ERDA DOD NASA HEW DOT NSF
Com.

merce Other'

Total $750 $393 $169 $99 $41 $13 $12 $12 $12

141 36 53 30 12 1 1 6 (2)California
Washington 102 101 (2) (') (2) (I) (2)
New York . 77 65 1 2 5 ( ?) 3 (')
Maryland 61 (') 46 2 6 4 1 1 1

Florida 52 26 24 () ( ?) 1

New Mexico . SO 41 6 (1 3 (1
Illinois 43 39 (2) 4 (2)
Tennessee 34 32 1 (') e)
Minnesota 23 23 (2) (2) (2)
Pennsylvania , 22 21 (') (2) . (()
All other States' 145 31 35 39 13 8 7 1 I 10

,

Includes the DOINIrlmtntS of agnOulluce and die infenoc and t e En,uo
+Less than $500000
` faCludes oullend Veal and often abroad
Soya. etabonal SC.erte F.00,101h011

Proteebon Agency



Distribution of Federal RAD obligations by State compared with other national indicators,
by State: FY 1974

Slate

Total Federal
RAD obligations Population

Total personal
income

Total Federal
taxest

Percent
Rank of Intal

I Percent
Rook 1 of Mal Rank

Percent
01 total

Percent
Rank 01 total

United States, total
(in motors) S16,991 '211 $1.148.720 $240.981

California 1 23 99 1 9.89 1 10 91 2 8 87
Maryland 2 900 oi 194 15 2.10 10 2.72
Massachusetts 3 6.99 10 2 74 10 2 89 11 266
New York 4 604 2 8 57 2 9.85 1 14.14
Florida 5 4 61 8 383 9 399 9 2.84

rannsyivama 6 3 89 4 560 4 5 68 5 585
Texas 7 3 84 3 5 70 6 5.02 7 506
Washy/won 8 383 22 1.64 20 171 21 1.35
Virginia 9 3 78 13 232 12 225 19 1.63
Ohio 10 334 6 508 5 5.19 4 598

Patriot of Columbia 11 3.25 44 .34 36 47 (1) (1)
New Mokico 12 3.13 37 .53 41 .40 44 .22
New Jersey 13 2.79 9 3.47 8 4 07 8 341
Missouri 14 2.28 15 226 14 2.10 12 264
Alabama 15 2 22 21 1.69 24 131 28 .86

Illmois 16 1 92 5 5 27 3 6.14 3 7.65
Colorado .. 17 1.90 28 1.18 26 1 16 20 1.62
Tennessee . 18 1.42 17 1.95 21 1.61 23 1.16
...lonneciicut 19 1.38 24 1 46 19 1.74 15 2.15
Michigan 20 116 7. 430 7 4.69 6 553

Nevada 21 .66 47 27 47 ?ft "C --t-1 ?""-'
North Carolina 22 65 11 254 13 215 14 220
Minnesota . . .. .. . ... 23 63 19 1 85 18 1 06 16 1 94
Arizona .... ..... ... . ...... 24 .59 32 1 02 31 .94 33 .60
Inhiana 25 .56 12 252 11 2.44 13 2.42

Wriconsw 26 47 16 2.16 16 207 17 1.86
Masissippo 27 4S 4v 1 10 33 76 36 37
Louisiana 28 45 20 17B 22 141 25 .94
Rhode Island 29 44 39 44 38 .44 35 .41
Georgia 30 42 14 231 17 198 is 1.72

Utah 31 40 36 55 37 .45 39 .27
Oregon 32 35 31 107 29 1.04 26 93
Hawaii 33 .31 40 .40 39 .43 38 29
Idaho ...... .... .. . 34 31 42 .38 43 34 40 .26
Iowa 35 .27 25 135 23 132 27 .90

Kentucky 36 18 23 1.59 25 131 22 133
Oklahoma 37- 18 27 1 28 27 1 08 24 1.00
Kansas 38 17 30 1.07 28 107 29 84
New Hampshire 39 17 41 .38 42 36 41 .24
South Carolina 40 .17 26 1.32 30 1.03 32 63

West Virginia 41 .15 34 .85 34 .68 37 .32
Alaska 42 .15 51 .16 49 .21 50 .10
Vermont 43 15 49 .22 50 .19 48 .11
Nebraska 44 09 35 .73 35 .66 30 .68
Arkansas 45 .08 33 .98 32 .77 34 .41

Montana 46 .08 43 .35 46 31 45 .16
South Davota 47 07 45 .32 48 .25 46 .15
Wyoming 48 .06 50 .17 51 .16 49 .10
North Dakota 49 06 46 .30 45 .31 47 .15
Masse 50 .06 38 .50 40 An i2 .23
Delaware 51 .06 47 27 44 .31 31 .64
Oullying areas and

offices abroad - - - - a.43

Proy4.00111esornate Ounoltlit O0Olasuon as of July I 1914 SOURCES US OtOarlaleol 01 COmmoiCo Bureau ol use Canova Current
includes eareSeal Alcorne and emoloymonl toes coepot ate oocome. ',moo POPohoon NOW, Soots P-25 NO 531 Oct 1974, and aW(.0 If t:V.0614

63
93100 and OM taes (Malys refunclat Analyse Survey of Current OuNness Volume SS. No a. aOol 1975. U 3

4.4 . FAcligedloMatyfead fax bouret OetralteoeutOf tlielfeaaurY SNOSacalAppoocasfoAnnolf1toor0ostheSocroitry
ColliNfonalorn and rotunda loll S Immo°, sneoMlip Mc* Canal Ions. and to COON rioNurYoutheSreleol the 'Memos roe tee Neuss Yaw EndecoJunt30.197t

rowers COvatuti 48



Impact of Subcontracting

As previously noted, data on geographic
distribution in this report are based on the
location of prime contractor's performing
R&D work. Therefore. they do not reflect the
redistribution of Federal R&D funds among
the Slates as a result of subcontracting. Data
on NASA prime contract and subcontract
awards for 1974 are provided to give some
indication of the impact of subcontracting.

The NASA data represent information on
all first-tier subcontracts in excess of
$10.000 on each of the agency's prime
contracts in excess of $500.000. and on
second-tier subcontracts in excess
$10,000 on each of the first-tier subcontrark
in excess of $50.000.

The NASA data indicate that significant
redistribution of R&D funds among States
would be disclosed by availability of full
subcontracting data from all agencies. The
support to the leading R&D support States
would lend to decrease somewhat (although
the net change would be small in relation to
their prime contracts), but in the case of
many smaller support Slates, the net In-
crease from subcontracts would be impor-
tant in relation to prime contracts awarded.
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NASA SYNOPSIS

NASA prime contracts in 1974 totaled
$2.166 million, of which $334 million
was subcontracted. Of this amount,
$142 million, or 43 percent, remained
within the prime contract States. "he
remaining $192 million, or 57 perci nt.
was awarded to other States. (See
table.)

Prime contractors in 22 States let
contracts to subcontractors in 40 Slat's.

The net result of the subcontracting was
that 3b States showed an increase in
their share of promirements and 7,
including the District of Columbia,
showed a decrease.

Three of the seven Slates showing a
decrease were among the five leading
States in 1674 prime contract awards.



geographical distribution of NASA prime contract and subcontract awards: fiscal year 1974

(Dollars in thousands)

States

Prime contract
awards to States Subcontract awards

Net total-prime contract
and subcontract awards

Amount

Percent
of

total

Received
from other

States

Awarded
to other
Slates

Net
total' Amount3

Percent.
of

total

(a) (b) (c) (0) (e) (1) (g) (h)

TOTAL. 92,165.945 100.0 9192,0112 3192.002 - 52.t65.945 100.0

Alabama ... .... 80.399 al 2,214 699 91.515 81.914 3 8
Alaska ........... .., 813 t)) - - - 013 (')
Arizona 5.681 .3 9.859 72 9.787 15.666
Arkansas 171 (I) _ - - 171 (9
California 849.319 39 2 ZOZ.--. .. 133,739 (113,504) 735.815 34 0

Colorado 193.405 89 5.332 15,266 (9.934) 153.471 8.5
Connecticut 35.287 1.6 20.390 7.723 12.667 47,954 2 2
Delaware 1,957 .1 57 - 57 2.014 .1

District of Columbia 13,873 6 - 28 (28) 13,845 .6
Florida 16.8.191 85 17.736 1.888 15,848 199,039 9.2

.....

Georgia 5,598 .3 508 - 508 6,106 .3
Hawaii 3,130 .1 - 10 (t0) 3,120 .1

Idaho 15 C) - - - 15 I')
Illinois 7,400 .3 3,920 - 3.920 11,400 .5
Indiana 5.630 3 735 420 315 5,945 .3

Iowa 3.398 2 255 255 3.653 .2
Kansas 1.806 .1 100 100 1.906 .1
Kentucky 469 (9 - - - 469 (')
Louisiana . 38,428 18 40 759 (719) 37.709 1.7
Maine 69 (9 46 - 46 115 (9

Maryland 164.174 7.6 1.113 2,617 (1,504) 162.670 7.5
Massachusetts . 05;337 21 11.591 475 11.116 57.153 2.6
Michigan 7.085 .3 1.159 35 1.124 8.209 .4
Minnesota 10.121 5 3,056 - 3,058 13.179 .6
Mississippi 14.727 .7 332 237 95 14.822 .7

Missouri 31,591 1.5 5.494 869 4.625 36.216 1.7
Montana 45 V) - - 45 19
Nebraska 423 ef 137 137 560 (.)
Nevada 734 (9 35 35 769 (9
New Hampshire 719 (9 353 353 1.072 (s)

New Jersey 32,579 1.5 9,997 12.184 (2.187) 30,392 1,4
New Mexico 6,351 .3 33 - 33 6,304 .3
New York 66.236 3.2 35,227 lin ::::13 105,355 4.9
North Carolina 2,605 .1 287 - 287 2.892 .1

Ohio 35,507 17 3.852 529 3,323 39,130 1.8

Oklahoma 1,223 1 5.134 - 5.134 6,357 .3
Oregon 1.129 .1 171 - 171 1,300 .1
Pennsylvania 26,514 12 5.621 823 4,798 31,312 1.4
Rhode Island 354 (`) 42 - 42 396 C)
South Carolina 296 (`) 34 - 34 330 (9

South Dakota 139 (9 - - - 139 (.)
Tennessee 1,677 .1 187 - 187 2,064 .1

rtlOwito 202,945 9.4 12,592 10.266 2.326 205,271 9.6
Utah 9258 .4 533 - 533 9,791 .6
Vermont 89 C) 74 - 74 163 (')

Virginia 47.971 2 2 902 27 875 48.948 2.3
Nashinglon 19,096 9 5,725 2,436 3,289 22.385 1.0
Nest VirginiaWest 139 (9 - - - 139 (9
Wisconsin 3,077 .1 3,692 (208) 4,100 7.177 .3
Nynnting 286 C) - - - 265 (9

tea, than riS percent
' 1na mews to Met Pelts weer: Ire *rands Vote otret Dams
'CrvuerrItO 00 or mMUS Otero (l)
NotE Pnml i0MIACt emelt MOW* Imlid4 On RIO COnliatt$ At davails to

ililutier4S Of MO 000 04 OW and on sit -amulets Of

125000 and ddd, dnodde awards plated Prot.311 01511 GOWMMOM *geom.
awaroso4todetl*tliMNI comma, k,tvitAlroos,...,.
Ow1110411141410M01401110.00011000ver Onptom000nItiCt101$500.000anclow
sounca Nal,onhIAlronMlbe$and SPSOAdmmottaliOri3OiticSOProuirmlini.
A Mu' 1 en4u40 Sat RiOin Fate Year $974, WefIr4540r. oC 20546
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Part II

FEDERAL FUNDS
FOR SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

e
.1'

Scieittific and technical information (S&TI) is defined as
knowledge or data resulting from the conduct of research and
development. or required for organizing. administering, or performing
research and development. Such information is used largely by
scientists and engineers engaged in R&D work.

star activities cover a broad range, including publication and
distribution; documentation, reference and information services;
symponia and audiovisual communication; and R&D work in the
information sciences. This last category directly overlaps the R&D
activities reported in part 1 or this survey.

The data on S&TI in Federal Funds surveys include only direct
S&T1 obligations of Federal agencies; S&TI costs under R&D contracts
and grants are specifically excluded. It follows, therefore, that the
totals in this report only partly reflect the S &Tl activities supported by
the Federal Government.

Despite this limitation, the broad measurement of direct S&TI
costs on a functional basis can be useful as a guide to analysis and
planning.

,
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AGENCIES AND ACTIVITIES

S&TI funding continued to grow during the period from 1974 to
1976. The increase for 1975 was somewhat less than that estimated
for 1976.

DOD remains the largest support agency, followed by Commerce
and j-IEW. Together, these agencies are expected to provide more
than two-thirds of the support to S&TI activities in 1976. The chief
impetus to growth in the current (1974-76) period comes from
Commerce and DOD.

Federal obligations for scientific and technical information, by agency

(Dollars in millions)

Actual

Agency

1 1974

Total
.

$442.8

Department of Defense 1510
Department of Commerce 88 9
Department 01 health. Education.

and Welfare 783
ibrary of Congress 29 7

Department of the interior 20.0
National Aeronautics and Space

Administration 22.7
Department of Agncutture 13 4
National Science Foundation 9 9
Other agencies 31.4

1

Source Notensi Somiesfoundiohoo

Trends

Estimates

1975

IPercent
change
1974.75

I'

1976

Percent
change
1975-76

$464 2 4.8 $492 0 *60
153 4 14 161.2 51
969 .11.2 1089 101

75.1 -20 768 .22
29.2 1 7 31 6 *81
254 27.1 270 63

2313 .4.1 24 2 +2.3
147 +92 156 +62
68 -31.5 7.8 144

37 0 179 39.0 .52

Between 1960 and 1976 federally funded S &Tl activities have
expanded almost 6-1/2 times.

In 1976 S &TI obligations are expected to be equal to 2.3 percent of
all Federal R&D obligations, compared with 1.0 percent in 1960.

The greatest increase in absolute terms has been for documenta-
tion, reference. and information services. In 1976, this category is
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expected to represent 45 percent of the S&TI total, compared with
37 percent in 1960. The increases in support reflect rapidly
growing library and specialized information center services and
the high costs of modern retrieval systems.

Funding for publication and distribution, the second largest S&T1
category. is expected to account for 31 percent of the total for S&TI
in 1976. down from 49 percent in 1960. Despite the decline as a
share of the total, growth in terms of dollars is significant.
Research and developmi.nt in information sciences has grown
from 4 percent of the S &71 total in 1960 to 17 percent in 1976. This
category has shown the greatest relative increase.

Symposia and audiovisual media is expected to account for less
than 8 percent of the two' in 1976. compared with 10 percent in
1960.

Trends In Federal obligations for scientific and technical information setts! ties,
by major categories

(Dollars in millions)

Fiscal
year

Total
Publication

and
distribution

Oocurnenta
dom refer-
once and

information
services

Symposia
and

audiovisual
media

R&D in infor-
mation sel-

once& docu-
mentation

and inform.-
lion systems.
techniques

and devices

1960 S 759 S 37.0 5 284 5 76 $ 29
1961 91 6 48 7 290 6 7 7 2
1962 128 5 55.7 42.4 170 133
1963 164.5 67.7 64 0 210 11.9
1964 '203 2 59 9 90 8 22.7 12.6
1965 224 7 68 2 102.0 32 0 22 5
1966 277 7 827 12246 225 480
1967 324 4 87 1 152 5 31.7 53 1
1968 359 2 100 7 165 6 341 58 8
1969 362 5 960 170 9 318 637
1970 3868 98 9 198 1 326 621
1971 397.6 1060 193 8 32 8 650
1972 4194 116 6 196 5 365 697
1973 427 1 123 9 194 8 34.1 773
1974 442 8 129 1 199 4 35 0 79 3
1975 (est) 464 ? 140.7 211.4 37 7 74 4
1976 (est) 492.0 151.2 220 5 38 0 82 3

ineludft $12 2 0.4nOn kw ntiftirmeM wroth irs fepfmed separate,' trOni me oilier Calegones . OW only
Source lawns' So...cc. roumw.on



Categories

Within each of the major categories one
subcategory receives most of the fund-
ing. This has been a consistent pattern
throughout the 1960-76 period.

In 1976, more than 9 out of 10 dollars for
publication and distribution are allotted
to direct costs for this category of
activity.
Under documentation, reference, and
information services the subcategory of
library and reference services is ex-
pected to account for almost 8 out of 10
dollars in 1976.

Symposia and technical meetings is
expected to represent approximately 3
out of 4 dollars in 1976 within the
symposia and audiovisual wile
category.

1111111111101100.011100006110
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Agencies

Of the 23 agencies reporting ubligations
for S &Tl activities in 1976. seven
accuunt for 90 percent of the S&TI total.

S&T1 costs are not wholly comparable
amung agencies; some agencies have f ull
reporting systems while others lack the
means to identify relevant S&T1 costs.
In the 1974-76 periud. 13 Federal ay an-
cies reported R&D programs but did not
report any S &Tl activities. although
some of their programs may have
included such activities. Some S&TI
programs are included within ex-
tramural R&D contracts and grants and.
thus, are not reported.

Only in some cases do.S&TI efforts bear
a direct relationship to an agency's R&D
work. S &Tl efforts can represent serv-
ices that are independent of agency R&D
programs, such as the Patent and
Trademark Office within Commerce, the
National Agricultural Library within
USDA. and the S&T1 activities uf the
Library of Congress.

DOD. Commerce. and HEW cumbined
will account fur 71 percent of the S&TI
total in 1976.

DOD is expected to account fur 33
percent of the S &Tl total in 1976. as
much a reflectiun uf the Army's S&TI
repurting system as any other factor.
Although Navy and Air Force R&D
program totals arc larger than those of
the Army, their reported S&T1 totaisare
lower. The Defense Agencies represent a
substantial portion of the DOD total.
largely because they include the sic-
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Distribution of Federal obligations for scientific
and technical information, by agency and

subdisigion: fiscal year 1976 (est)
(Dollars in millions]

Agency and subdivision
Total

obligations Percent

'total, all agencies S492 0 100 0

Department of Defense 161 2 32 8

Department 01 the Army 70.0 14 2
Department of the Navy 20 3 4 1
Department 01 the Au Force 12 7 2.6
Defense Agencies 58 2 118

Department 01 Commerce 108 9 22 1

Pr tent and Trademark Office .... 806 16 4
National Technic* Information

Service 13 4 2 7
National Bureau of Standards 9 0 18
Noncom. Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration 50 1 0
Other 10 2

Department of Health Education.
and Welfare 76 8 15 6

National Institutes of Health 61 9 12 6
(National Library of Medicine) . me S) 15 8)

Alcohol. Drug Abuse. and
Mental Health Adminostraton 4 2 .9

Food and Drug Administration 4.1 8
Health Resources Administration 3 6 7
Other .. 30 6

Library of Congress 31 6 64
Department of the Interior 27 0 55

Geological Survey 21 1 43
Other 5.9 12

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration 24 2 49

Department of Agriculture IS 6 32
National Agricultural Library 54 ft
Forest Service 48 10
Agricultural Research Service 4 2 9
Other 12 2

National Science Foundation 78 16
Energy Research and Development

Administration 73 15
Veterans Administration 67 14
Smithsonian Institution 61 12
Department 01 Transportation 55 11
Consumer Product SafewCOrmiussion 38 8
Environmental Protection Agency 35 7
Other agencies 62 13

Cacao. timv.at Soweee foudalw"

tivities of the Defense Documentation
Center.

The gain in 1976 in funding for Com-
merce is the largest of any agency in
absolute terms and reflects higher
obligations fur S &Tl activities in the
Patent and Trademark Office. Com-
merce is expected to represent 22
percent of the Federal total S&T1 effort.

HEW is expected to account for 16
percent of the S&TI total in 1976; more
than three-fourths is represented by the
National Institutes of Health, mainly the
National Library of Medicine.

NASA and ERDA report relatively
small amounts of S&TI funding despite
their sizable R&D programs. This
results from the fact that sri much of
their R&D work is performed ex-
tramurally and no data are reported un
the S &Tl portion of extramural R&D
grants and contraci3.

Activities

Certain agencies tend to account for
mast of the work in certain categories of
activity, Commerce is predominant in
publication and distribution; DOD is
preduminant in symposia and
audiovisual media ansl R&D in informa-
tion sciences; and DOD and HEW are
predominant in documentation.
reference, and information services.
S&T1 functions, of course. tend to flow
back and forth between categories and
often an agency will extend its activities
su that more than one category is hnpor-
tent.



Category 1. Publication and distribution

COMMERCE: Patent and Trademark Office
80.000 patents in FY 1976 (est.)
Official Gawde. weekly Amt.:, Is of current patents

DOD: Peporim..nis of the Army, Navy, end Air Forte
lonerod articles
Technical reports
Tedmical moles
Technical niemorandinits
Conw.)cooes* and grantees reports
Research reviews
Research bulletins
Research reports
Newsletters
Surveys
Monograph..
Pr...ex:dings of symposia
I landboloks
Books
Abstracts and Moliographis

1

,

ii

4
;

I

NASA
journal articles
Technical reports, note u. and memorandums
Contractors reports
Conference proceeding;
Scientific and Technia I Abstracts fSTAI1J
Intertiatiosinf Aeraspac Abstracts
Indexes
Bioungraphies
Technical reprints
Special publications

INTERIOR: Geological Survey
Books
Maps
Charms
Atlases
Research summaries
louroal amities
Bibilageophy of North Anniston Geology
Geophysical Abstracts

HEW: National Institutes of Health
lournals of the Institutes
journal articles
Indexes
Bibliographies
Alistr.w.ls
Monligraplis
Books
Reporis

Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
Scientific and technical papers
Manuals
Review s mid analyses
Jonrnal articles

USDA
Papers
Ponchos
Reports
Periodutais

ERIM
Trchineol reports
Progress reports
Su 333333 ary reports

'Topical rival t-i
lournal articles
Protewtings of meetings
Nuclear Science 'Unita( is
Progress reviews
Boot:.
Monographs
111131.0in aide les

Category 2. Documentation. reference, and infor-
mation services

DOD: Defense agencies
Defense Dad nientalion Center

Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force
Lehi ones
Soa intix-id information centers
Technical information nnalysls centers
T-aitslations

HEW; National Imamate. 01 meth
Notional Library of Medicine
Speciabied information centers
Tmossit,..ar

Food and Drug Administration
Spec information centers

Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and Menlo' Health Administration
es pece.olueel information centers

1

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Sae a e and teed logy :11111101)
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COMMERCE; Patent and Trademark Mice
Search Room

National au 'Standards
Notional Technical Information Service (NTIS)
Nanomol Standard Reference paten System WARDS)

NASA
Skit doLumeutotion facility
Headquarters and field tenter libraries
Spec Wired Information centers
'fermata' dissemination renters
1 rarslanuans

roOT
Spec lale,tecl tnfurmotion renters

USDA
National Agricultural Unary

Category 3, Sympotia and audiovisual media
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DOM Departments of the Amy, Navy, and Ait niece
SEirtILU f oar:ern:es
Support of synpo.at with profess I groom. scientif(e

societies. mul educational institutions
11uao» pirmees
Stoles
Video tapes
1:hdolis

HEW: National Institutes of Health
it met tea scaentahr nattuags II,S, and alormel
Summit of cadet cm eS awl synintr%ia
So WW1 ref iniernalion.t1 congresh%
Sound Mins Oil body feint time, thtemises, and teealment
'EV nee reno.ss
Slates
Pis togi 414e%
KO lints

NASA
Par ae 111.111011 in and support Of se intific %ilaion%i, and

It a hnu of meeting%

VA
Par to T. 11m,
Filets
She a.

sr. and st (0110.1,1

CaleAry 4. Research and development in infer-
tnati-m sciences, documentation and infer-
:1'4118n systems, techniques, and devices

MO: Defense Agencies (lamely ARPA)
Depselments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force

R&D in ailt wired informanoti stems
1)01.01tinnoat of engineering clam syt.limis
Support of dm pinworm of tharmiliteloturci %dor-

11111$111D .q AVMS

Sfillitl% of 1111111 oninulr Mal ships (Prolog NIAC)
Saw teseart la an information surnees

II .1%: National Institutes of health iinctoding NUM)
Igo to. einem of Medial % stein i NI M

I), 1.1111111111Ill of met hawed matchinit :Ant tt.rs in the

elopment of <Antonin titor%hat inn let lintepis
&lcohol, Doug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration

nip ement of informal 4 %Min%

t%S1

it .catbin %tortioe ant) lilt IPS al .0.stegle.
D t I lopmern of at t es% num n 0m0nt 4 %min % god user.

as tented .t tent 0 anfol aaaaa IMP %el I It 1i



APPENDIXES

A. Technical Notes

B. Federally Funded Research and
Development Centers

C. Statistical Tables, Part I

D. Statistical Tables, Part II

Note

The detailed statistical tables for this volume for parts I .tnd II,
appendixes C and D. have been published separately under tme cover.

Included on pp. 60-64 in this volume are appendix C summary tab es 1, 2.
and 3. as well as a complete listing of all the tables in appendixes C and D.
Detailed *holistic., bibles may be obtained yetis from the National Science
Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550.
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Technical Notes
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SCOPE AND METHOD

This report is oriumircat in two parts. Part I is concerned
with Pod eral funds for research. development, and R&D pant.
and part It reports on funds for activities associated will the
collection and dissemination of scientific and technical
information.

Between March and May of 1975 a total of 35 Fed vat
agencies and their subdivisions-93 individual
respondentssubmitted data in response to a sin...ow
questionnaire developed by the Foundation and distributed
in !enemy 1975. With the exception of liRDA and NASA, the
data rccetved ream the agencies were in terms of obLUalii ns
and expcnilitores (omitted, or expected to be inciter
regardless of when the f Is were appropriated or whed er
they were Identified in the respondent's budget specified !y
for Rai) activities. The P.RDA data for research and
development weer reported in terms of accrued costs. while
the R&D plant transactions a ere reported in terms of
obligations. NASA reported its 1974 transactions in terms of
obligations incurred. whereas the 1975 and 1976 transactions
were in terms of the budget plan. which approximates
obligations.

EcileAd agencies also provided Re I) data to the Office of
blariagement and Liudket for inclustuo iii"Special Analysis P:
Federal Research and Development Programs" in The Budget
of the Meted Suites Governouritt. Fiscal Yew 197e.Although
the Re l) data in the two reports are reconcilable {see. Relation
to Other Reports. r. 53). the data in the Fe clerul Funds report
:ire mote eciiiiprehl tonve and are tabulated in greater detail.
Purtheritinrc. the *Mend Fiends rrport incorporates data
revisions that hay. resulted from changes made within the
RAD portion of the budget subsequent to its presentation by
the President to Ce ngress at February 11175.

DEPINUIONS

Definitions are pm:noted for the two parts of the report.
Some definitions m part d are also applicable to part D. The
(lentil mrs areesset tinily Unchanged Prom prior issuesoi the
Federal Fun& scree..

Part I. Research, Development, and R&D Plant

(I) RFSEARCII. DEVELOPMENT. AND R&D PLANT

Tins Will till lodes all direct indirect, inciclemal. or related
cost:, resulting from tie necessary to research. devehipment.
and RAD plant. regardless of wilethei the research and
development are perfor al by a Federal agency lintrann cal)
or performed by private onliveludis and organic: mans under

grant or contract (extramural). Research and develapmcitr
exclude routine product testing, quality canted, mapping and
surveys. collection of generapurpoce statistics. experimen-
tal production, and activitier. concerned primarily with the
dissemination of scientific information and the training of
scientific manpower.

a. Research is systematic. inttosice slay directed toward
fuller scientific knowledge or undersien.imo of the subject
studied. Research is classified as either basic or applied.

In basic research the investigator is concerned primarily
with gaming a fuller knowledge or uncle' stunding of the
subject under study.

la applied research the investigator Is primarily interested
in a practical use of the knowledge or understanding for
the purpose of meeting 4. eAtogniteil need.

b. Development is systematic use of the knowledge and
understanding gained from research, directed toward the
production of useful inateria/s. devices. systems. or methods.
including design and dm elopment of prieotyps and
Processes. It excludes quality control. routine product
testing. and production.

c. R&D pleat (R&D facilities and fixed equipment. such as
reactors. wind tunnels. mai radio telescopes) includes
acquisition eke:instruction of. major repairs to. or alterations
no stnictore. works. equipment. facilities. or land. for use to
Bolt activities et Federal or nanFeileral installations.
Excluded from the R&D plant category ate expendable
equipment and office furniture and equipment. Obligations
for foreign R&D plant are limited to Federal funds foe
facilities located abroad and used in support of foreign
research and development.

(2) OBLIGATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

a. Obligations represent the ainounts for orders lanced.
contracts awarded. services received, anti deniar transac-
tions during a given period, regardless of when the funds
were appropriated and when how payment of money is
required.

b. Ruirellaures represent the on eeeee nis for therks tamed
and cask payments made during a given period, regardless of
when the fondo were appropriatid

For reuse agemaes operating 00 a cost-4 pelindget.occroed
expenditures and costs are reported instead of obligations.
Aca tied expenditures represent all cost, accrued during the
reporting per' I eserpi those sidled to re:mhursionent from
other agencies Thr infarinntion on expenditures represents
nrt cash payments for testae els de% elopment. I RSA) plant.
exclusii r of any receipts of the agency for those purposes.



The obligations and expenditures reported cover all
transactions from all funds available to the agency from
direct appropriations. trust funds or special account receipts.
corporate income. et other sources, including funds ap.
propriated by the Pi esident that the agency received or
expects to receive. The amounts reported for each year reflect
obligations and exp en litures for that year regal dims of when
the funds were ortginally authorized or received and
regardless of whether they were appropriated. received, or
ideatified in the as Incy's budget specifically for research.
development. or R&D plant.

An agency Lzakir g a transfer of hinds to another agency
includes such transfers in its report of obligations and
expenditures. The 'mewing agency does not report. for
purposes of this surety. funds transferred to it Pram another
agency. Similarly. a aubtlivision of an agency that transfers
fonds to another subd vision within that agency reports such
obligations or expenditures as its own.

Obligations and expenditures for work performed in
foreign countries iacluck funds directly available to Federal
agencies and special foreign currencies separately ap.
propriatetl. The latter currencies are derived largely from
provisions of Public Law 480. 1954. as amended.

13) COST COVRRAGE

Funds reported for research and development reflect full
cos :s In addition to rests of speciLa R&D protects. the
applicable overhead costs are also included. The amounts
reported include thecostsof planningand atin steering R&D
programs, laboratory overhead, pay of military personnel.
and departmental atluantstratiom

(9) FISCAL YEAR

For the three years covered by this report. the fiscal year is
the Government accounting period beginning inly 1 Al one
year and ending bung 30 of the following calendar year: thus.
fiscal year 1976 began ma July t, 1975 and will end jui- 30,
1978.

(5) AGENCe

An agent as ma organization of the Federal Government
whose lariat:mai executive officer reports to the Prestaent
The only exception is the Library of Coagress, which i:: also
included in the survey. The man subdivision refers to any
maim: organivatioaal unit of is reporting attracY, such as u
bureau. dna ti )))) office. Of service.

(a) PERFORMERS

Performers are either intramural organizations ac-
complishing opeating functions oreetraitaural organizations
or persons receiving support tar providing servaces as a result
of a contract or grant.

a. Intramural performers are the agancies of the Federal
Government. Their work is carried on directly by their own
personnt,I. Obligations reported under this category are for
activities performed by the reporting agency itself. tar they
represent funds that the agency transfer to another Federal
agency ear performance for work. The ultimate performer
must be a Federal agency. If the ultimate performer is not a
Federal agency, the hoods SO transferred sore reported by the
transferring agency under the appropriate extrainural
performer category (indosinal firms. unaversities anti
colleges. other nonprofit institutions) Intramural jailor.
mance includes the costs of supplies .and equipment.
essentially of an "off.the.shelr nature, that arc procured for
use in intramural research and development. Also included as
part of the intramural performance total are the expenses of
Federal personae' engaged in planning ant' administering
intramural and esti:maims' R&D programs.

b. Extramural performer* are all organizations outside the
Fulcra' e lllll plex that perform with Federal f Is under
etadract or grant. Only casts of sternal emu ral R&D
performance are reported. For example. the purchase Irmo one
extramural source of a launch vehicle which is ape, 011(14411
1.1%, has gone beyond the development or prototypes age and
which is used to aa intr. al Federal installation for the
perforoaane of research mai development. is reported as part
Of the cost of Intramural research iiiii 1 devt-he tat aat
trammel performers aft identified as follows:

(i) faclusinal /trots are those meant/mamas that may
legally distribute net earnings to inch %lam& or to other
oricinizatioas

(tit Dinversifis (cod (alleges ate inattiotions 'Imaged
prmaardy to pi twitting resident instruct for at leas i a 2.
year program above the ser ilailary school level. luthaled
ate colleges of liberal arts. se howls Is of arts anti sc., nu es.
professional schools. such as menaineeranit and medium'.
tot 'whim affiliate.' iaspitals associated reseal.. la to
statues: and agricultural experiment mambas,

(iii) Other notaprobt ins bons are private meant/a-
liens Giber limn educ,iittioal ilibtitatioltS. cue part of u hose
net rarciarlog inure to th he in fit of a private mock holder or
individual, 1 ether pr wate orgaititations orgraztal Ica
the victual'. e pm:past. of mom* over their Mire net
earmotis to such nonprofit 01301188,41mM Also. private
individuals directly awarded R&D grants or emitrat Is ate
included wake nonprofit itasittaat

(iv) Federally Funded fieseurch and Develomatent
Center:, arc RADperforillutg organirabons cactuses ely or
substantially financed by the Federal Government that
are supported by the Federal Goveritturnt either to meet a
particular R&D olaiective tar. in some instances. to provide
niapa faciaties at universities for reseal ch and associated
training purposes. Hach center is administered by one of
the above extramural per fowlers

In general. all of the ballots um qualafmation cent ria are
met by an institutional anal before it is included an the
Feder. lly Funded Research and Development Center
categt rye ( t) Its or tummy activities include one or more of
the fo lowang: basic research applied research. develop.
meat. tar management of research and development
(spree %ally excluded are organizahuns engaged primal
ly in tontine ()tday coati ol and testing, routine service
actives, production. niapping and surveys. and infurnia-
lion dissemination): (2) it is a separate operational unit
within the parent organivabon or is °matured as a
separately incorporated organization: (3) it performs
actual research and develoanaetat or RAIL management
entice upon direct request of the Federal Gavernment or
under abroad charter from theFetleral Octet-manna but in
either vase tattler the direct itionitorshm of the Federal
(lovernment; 14) 11 receives Its tamper financial mamma 170
percent or more] from the Federal I:therm:tem. usually
from one agency. (51 it has or ..it.pected to have a long-
terns rel. ship %Rh its sponsoring agency (alauut S
years or more). as evidenced by specific obligations
assumed liv a and tla agency. (01 most or all of its factlthes
are ;tuned or are funded for AO the contract %wilt the
Ftalil Government: and (71 it has ma average animal
bodge' (operating and capital camel:wail of at least
Sat10.000

(v) Smie and focal gm ernmerils are State and local
government agencier. pachichiag State and local tiniVer
sears Mid colleges, agrtcultural eaperinaent stating's.
audit al schools, and affillatra hopsitls Federal R&D
I is animated directly to such Slate and local educanou
insinuttons are included under the um, en. us and
colleges performing sector an tins rnrvey Research and
des dop men t widen the Stale and lot al t ategor y or either
perf )))))) ed by the Stale Di local agencies damsels es or
granted orcoutracted by sat li skeet ies bar perfortnancli)
other organizationa Reim( dlr.'s of the ultimate iterfarliiPT.
radii:al R&D fonds liana-nal to State ntl total
saw in antral.. ate repotted antler ihr Stall* and 'oral
gm eminent reactor and ma Other

1% a I Portage performers aro confined to foreign citizens
orgamtations, or gm elements. as well as totertiattoseel
as ganizations. sat h as NATO. ttalESC(), W110. perform.
mg steak abroad truant et' by the Federal Gm er iiiiiiiiii
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Excluded are payments to U.S. agencies. organizations. or
Ciii/CII5 performing research and development abroad for
die Federal Government (the surve; objectives do not
inc/utie information on "offshore- payments). Also ex.
chided a:. payments to foreign scientists performing in
the United States.

(7) FIF.I.DS OF SCIENCE

The fields of science in this survey are divided into eight
broad field ceregories, most of them consisting of a number of
detailed fields. 'rite broad fields are fife sciences. psychology.
physical semi:cots. environmental sciences. mathematics.
engineering. social sciences. and other sciences not elsewhere
classified. The fel:owing listing presents the fields grouped
under each of the broad fields, together with illustrative

a Life sciences consist of the biological. clntical medical.
other medical sciences. and life sciences not elsewhere
classified

Life sciences include the following disciplines. Anatomy.
saiinal sciences: bacteriology: biochennstry: biogeography:
biological oceanography; biophysics: dentistry: ecology:
embryology: entomology: evolutionary biology: genetics:
iminoonlogy: internal medicine: microbiology: neurology:
nutrition and metabolism. opthalmologl.: parasitology.
pathology. pharmacology: pharmacy: physical anthropology:
physical medicine and rehabilitation; physiology: plant
scienta4a podiatry: prcs votive medicine and public health:
psychiatry. rothinuolog): radiology. surgery: systematics:
veterinary modicum.

Research an some of these disciplines may be classed as
chmeal medic al. or other inectical.depencling upon

the ature of the particular protect.

Boologomi velours are elitist. which, van iron) diet:finical
medical and other medical sciences As defined below, deal
with the origin. elepment. struciore. function. and
torero nous of !wing things

Glum of medic id fa rem cs are cancel ned with the study cif
the Isithostenesisalwignosi s, or don ape of a particular disease
or abnormal cambium in living limbo% subiects under
aaaaa rolled conclunins

Other medic ol s Mires are coact.: fled it illa studios of the
cruses. effects. pees elation. urcontrol of obnormal conditions

in man or in bib ens ironnioni as they relate to health, esiopt
for the clinical avec is as debited olu o

fate se wor c>. net

.nete,hrge el .'.circa enetlifile. tpiat VA pre I K ../koq IN No al
1.1,11 rn.l osms, Aciess as rise. w rw oiscx rtisst el. 1.0111 sl.t lore
0,004
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b. Psychology deals with behavior. mental processes. and
individual and group characteristics and abilities. Psy-
chology as divided into three categories: biological aspects.
social aspects, and psychological sciences not elsewhere
classified. Examples of the disciplines under each of these
fields are:

Biological aspects:

experimental psychology: animal behavior: clinical psy-
chology: comparatis e psychology: ethology.

Social il$PPCi5

social psychology: educational. personnel. vocational psy-
chology and testing: industrial and engineering psychology:
development and personality.

Psychological sciences. nee)

c. Physical sciences are concerned with the understanding
of the material universe and its phenomena. They comprise
the fields of astronomy. chemistry. physics. and physical
sciences not °Isms here classified. Examples of the disciplines
under each of these fields are.

Astronomy

laboratory astrophysics: optical astr roomy: radio
astronomy: theoretical astrophysic X-ray. Gamma-ray.
neutrino astronomy

Cillegn&rry

inorganic. Orn41144ini dliu organic. 1111VSif at.

rhy+tt

44 nasals. . and molecular: a ttttt lensed inatter: eirmen-
tars limn( les. nuclear sit ounce; optics. plasma

Phy-actif artics. nee,

d Environmental sciences limo estrial and es mucus...trial I
aim c mu erned w ith the gross nonitiological mollies of the
areas of the solar system which directly or indirectly die+ t

survis al and welfare, they comprise the fields el
atmospheric sciences, geological sciences. oc canottraphy.and
enviromnentat sciences lint clam here cl.issif ed Ohligarions
for oceanography are cantons! to studies:malt forting physical
,n rattan' apliy Studies pertaining to hle in t le sea. or why'
bodies of eater. are reported as support biology. Support of
ship 0111VatiOng is. where appiotori.ile. pr. rated between
pla co al and h ological ote.mography. Er unities of the
disciplines uncles rec h of these fields fallow

CO

Atmospheric sciences:

aeronomy: solar: weather modification: extraterrestrial
atmospheres: meteorology.

Geological sciences:

engineering geophysics; general geology: geodesy and gravi-
ty: geomagnetism: hydrology: Inorganic geochemistry:
isotopic geochemistry: organic geochemistry: laboratory
geophysics: palcomagnerism: paleontology: physical
geography and cartography: seismology: soil sciences.

Orcairogrophy.

chemical oceanography; geological oceanography: physical
oceanography: marine geophysics.

EnetrOttnaentai Sctettees, law

e. Msthemslics emplo3s logical reasoning with the aid of
symbols and isconcerneil with the development ormethodsof
operation employing such synthuls. Examples of
mathematical disciplines arc algebra: analysis: applied
mathematics: computer science. foundations and logic:
geometry: numerical analysis: statistics: topology.

f. Engineering is concerned with studies directed toward
developing engineering principles or toward making specific
scientific principles usable in engineerine prat lice. Engineer-
mg is divided into eight fields neronamical. astronautical.
chemical. civil, electrical. mechanical. metallurgy and
materials. and engineering not elsewhere i lassified. The
following are es, pies of disciplines under eat la of these
field*

Atommotical

ocrodvitainics.

:ne!r011411/1/1 Of

derieSpa«.; stmt. technology

Giterno of

petroleum: peoroieunt refining: prat ess.

Cavil

.iichdectural, 110'44118e. hydrologic: marine. sanitary .mil
ens ironmeniat, sum-tonal: transporkii

KS tro iii

.stn Nano of

engineering era haeacc

puss er.



Metallurgy and materials:

ceramic: mining: textile: welding.

Engineering. next

agricultural: industrial and management: nuclear: ocean
engineering: systems.

g. Social sciences are directed toward an understanding of
the behavior of social institutions and groups and of
individuals ns members of a group. These sciences include
anthropology, economics. history. linguistics. political
sciences. sociology, and social sciences not elsewhere
classified. The following are examples of the disciplines
under the fields of social sciences.

Anthropology,

archaeology: cultural and personality: social and ethnology:
applied anthropology.

Economics:

econometrics and economic statistics: history of economic
thought: international economics: industrial, labor. and
agricultural economics: macroeconomics: microeconomics;
public finance and fiscal policy: theory: economic systems
and development.

Hosiery.

cultural: political; socinl: history and philosophy of scion, e.

Linguistics.

anthropologicaarchaeoloin :al: computational: psv-
cholinguistits: socioluignistcs.

Publics/ science:

area or regional studies. esneparativegovcrnim nt: history of
political ideas: internation. I relations and e lw: national
political and legal system: political theory: public ad-
ministration.

Sociology:

comparative,And historical: amiplex orgaintainms: culture
and social stritcture, demography: group interactioos. sin; al
problems and social welfare: sociological theory.

Sava sciences. neer

research in law and education not elsewhere classified:
socioeconomic geography.

h. Other sciences not elsewhere classified includes mul-
titlisciplinaiy and Interdisciplinary projects that acmnut lac
classified within one of the above brunt fields of science.

(e) GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF 1974
R &D OBLIGATIONS

a. Tee. agencies panic:pitted in the survey on the geographic
distribution of obligations for resealvii and development and
R&D plant. These 10 respondents accounted for 97 percent of
total Federal R&D and R&D plant obligations in 1974. The
respondents were the Departments of Agriculture: Corn
mercer Defense, the Interior: Transportation: and Health.
Education, and Welfare: the Energy Research and Develop.
ment Administration: the Environmental Protection Agency:
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration: and the
National Science Foundation.

b. Data for 1974 were requested in terms of the principal
location (State or outlying area) where the work was
performed by the prime contractor. grantee, or intramural
organisation. Where this information was not available in
their records, the respondents were asked to assign the
obligations to the State, outlying area. etc. where the prime
contractor grantee or intramural organization was located.

c. Obligations we: reported for research and development
as a combined amount.

d. Specifically omitted from the surety were R&D
obligations to foreign performers and obligations for R&D
plant used in support of foreign performers.

Part II. Scientific and Technical Information

Scientific and technical information consists of knowledge
or data resulting from the conduct of research anti develop
ment. or knowledge or data required foe organiring. ad-
ministering or performing research and development. it
encompasses any information in recorder' or other eons.
municable form which presents the Malin. progress. or
results of research end development in science or technology.

Exclusions:

(al training costs for personnel engaged in scientific and
teclum al information activities.

(lil raw Kienielec and technical data that have nut been
processed for use by scientific personnel engaged M tOSeardt
and development (covered in pert I of this survey);

(e.) statistical and generapurpose data that are collected
sad organised for other than specific use is research and
development:

information that has been prepared primarily to inform
or in %Mitt the general public tie others below the gradnair or
professional level of scientific activity.

Scientific and technical information activities include all
management. administrative. R&D. and operational efforts
directed to the planning. support. control and improvement
of the functions ur tasks that deal with the acquisition.
processing. handling and communication of scientific and
technical information. These may include the acquisition.
maintenance, or rental of special equipment primarily for use
in connection with scientific and technical information
activities.

Categories of Scientific and Technical Infor-
mation Activity

(1) PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION

(a) Publication and distribution. This subcategory includes
two activities.

Publication includes all document production tasks per.
formed after the author's manuscript or similar initial
recording of the information has hero finished and teat ing to
hut not including initial issuance or distribution of the
finished document. Examples of publication activities:
evaluation of a manuscript or patent: professional writing:
technical or copy editing and revising not performed by the
author. abstractor. or bibliographer: technical drawing and
artwork: preparation al final copy for priming or other
reproduction: also composing: typesetting. proofreading.
display. illustrating, photographing, layout, makeup, print
ing, mimeographing, and photoduplaration

These publication activities may he concerned with any of
the foilowanic data compilations. proceedings of conferences
and symposia. specifications and manuals used in the R&D
process. technical reports. (ournal articles, monographs,
reviews. dissertations. summaries. abstracts, bibliographies.
indeses. special reports. patents, reference books. and
treatises.

ihstrobotion %mimics fonrinins related to the initial
tiansmission or dpsseminolom of newly documented scion-
Btu. and iethrei al inloruiniiim from s cc to user. for
e %ample. ivaeliat, shipping, and maintenance of controls.

Excluded [woen:emery tare professional efforts involved
in the compilanon and preparation of ref . ducumentsor
bibliographies. These declivities nee included under category
2, helms. Also excluded are audiovisual aids. such as taped
Lints, slide preseniaims. and mot picture films. Thcieare
minded tinder category 3. below.

Ix Support of publications excludes all page charges paid
tnit of Federal funds loprimary Jinn-vials: special subscription
arrangements to maintain primary journals: and grains or
COSItr.tet% foe piddle at and disiribistiodt of journals.
cmilereue proceedings. monographs. 40 to stbooks.
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(2) DOCUMENTATION. REFERENCE AND
INFORMATION SF.RY10ES

a. Library and reference services 1..cludes the acquisition,
collection. exchanee, loan, and storage of scientific and
technical documentary materials, These may he books.
periodicals. manuals. reports. and drawings, and such
reference sources as abstract fotantals. indexes, and sulatect
heading and lode lists. This subcategory includes such
acto. dies as the organizing and processing of semantic and
technical documentary materials. Such work may consist of
indexing. coding. filing. subject classifying. abstracting.
alimouneini4 listing. preparing iMillograplaies, review um.
screemttk. documenting. and obtain ung.

This category includes rents or acquisition and
maintenance of computers anti other ceptapment and costs of
their operation. It includes special re rieval services provided
an response user needs (rept- igraphy. SDI. demand
bibliographies. etc.!. sale and loan of documentary materials.
dasseinanatom of ducuments s ea mad and personal visits. and
liaison activities with users and ooh T information services.

Documentation centers. depositorms, clearinghouses. and
bin-arms are included muter tins soil category (al

It Specialised information center services (including
techmea) information attaljsts center serviced cos er
collection, . re% iew, sunimartzation and evaluation of men
bloc and ',clinical information and data in weltlehneti.
spectate red fields. They mclude ads 'story and Other user
services ftecialtred information centers may be either

tr mission. soled. The services of these centers
are tloMingna %heti from those of doe mation centers.
clettrosodomms. e Mira:1m whose functions are p arts}
corn ernd with liar handling of documents rather than w oda
the Mamie. I information contained on the dot ontents

C. Translations melted'. all costs involved an their, I. eee

of elonantents and other materials from one language to
another in support of R&D activities. also the pm ham of
foreign mum els and other materials to he translated,

(2I SYMPOSIA AND Al IDIOVISUAL NI EOM

.8 Symposia sod technical meetings include all efforts
directed to planning. schedarang, .111110U111 mg. supporting.
sponsoring. combatting. and attending symposia. con-
ferences. and meetings ration] y t4)11C1Inett svoth dos.
semi:mune a tentific and technic al inform. 1Ite travel
and subsistent e of partat giants on such sj naposia. sun.
ferent es, and meetings are cowered on them costs.
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b. Audiovisual media stud other tonne of nonprinted
communication refer to the costs of producing technical and
documentary motion picture films, sinks, and photographs
for R&D purposes. as wen AS 11111114) and visual aids, such as
taped talks. television film or visual magnetic tape. This
category also includes exhibits but excludes media primarily
intended for training or public intormatton purposes.

14) RESEARCH AND DEVELOPNIENT IN INFORMATION
SCIENCES. DOC! IMEN'ATION AND INFORMATION
SYSTEMS. 11iCIINIQUES AND DEVICES

This category includes the conduct and support id research
and des elopment eat new and tatomonventionl methods.
ieclantques, systems, and machines bar improving scientific
and Mammal information functions under rash of the other
three categories Such support would enclosure earth cgs
related spectficailj to such R&D %wart,.

la also timbales the conduct and support of Moieties and
stirse }s to identify broad and specific. aspects of scientific
muu ee non problems Esamples of at thaws included s
this category are development and testate of machines.
dean es. aid at for storage and retrieval of informa-
tion and data, linguistics research focused on antortnatien
processing. language and machine translation; information
theory. autolnal.a theorj; arfehreal mieifigence, logo amd
switching theory. operattons tor sa stems t meat sh on sctea-
tafic and tut ttif 'mutton systems and pr ss...
ducOmea31.1tIon or do, intent storage mail retries or. lilaro:y
science. news ark design. studies of subject classain anti
ondesitag seheatirs. and ;teethes of scientific and ter! al
onfortuat ;fflaniniturattoo as stems

Also out hided tinder this categorj ar.apploclde R&D ousts
for impute mg, moires nizong..11141,Plalat Amu current sritatufn
41141 technical information, data..11111 mention sj stems.
Research and development conducted at documentat
centers, libraries. and speetaltaed information centers are
ant loaded boat laot the costs ascot tided walla establishing new
t tine's or st stems unto past die timelopment stale As soon
as a new SVSIVIal 111415 es mat of theespeinneaital phase opulent°
the operational phase, its costs are indented under 1/a4.
appropriate (Argots and solo otegor% abuse 11. 2. or 31 .11141
no limiter eeeee (alewife 4

CHANGES IN REPORTING
Responses from the .11tetat its on thus at. ta as on the

precious outs, refit t 1.1111,111no 1..1110.1114. 101 1111'1.11A MA.

sears of ala pre% loos report tint ii updating is normal on the
loolgetart 4 t. II' ha addition. from haute to tame responses
hasr t1411.1 tell a 1..1111)141,11S .11111 revs rsaoaas an t "ossification 01
sal nous phases of am nett' Reel) in °grains When ibis has
at tnrl 441, the National St tent e rotundas eeeee has re % ism! pi tor-

year data to maintain consistency and comparability with the
anon recent reporting. Since no statistical inflow!: is free of
problems of cone Itts and definitions for the respondents.
revisions to improve the reporting areencouraged by NSF. No
significant revisions in reporting. bosses er. were tuade for the
agencies an this present survey.

LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA
Funds for researcls, deselopsnent. and other scientific

activoltes are t eported on .t three-% ear basis comparable with
the 1070 budget, opus la both the data are based The
respendenis have recant tied the data reported lure tsath
amounts for scienta tic itch% ones show n on be Stodge' of the
Ciatted Stores Governtoent Fist at Veer 1976 The 4111011111S
reported for each Frac indicate the obligations or expend-
Ames incurred in that }ear. regardless of ashen the f Is
were anthortred or men tat lay an agency mid regardless of
whether or not the funds were identified to the ageliej*s
Image' specifically for research. des prominent. R&D plant. or
scientific and telling:al information activities

Data submitted by the Federal agencies for 1974 are
considered to be actual slot e they represent ssentlailj
completed transochoos. A tots reported for 1975.1aid IWO
arc estimates in that they are sublet I en (Miller apprupra.atoon.
.apportionment. or ahocatton decisions The actual Wet is of
dome and Whet later aelions oat 1975 anti 1970 espentfitures
anti oldagattons will be reflected 111 nest year's re port

It is important in hear in 1 that stibiective deter
eeeee unions areoftett necessary Inclassitj nog dietrata. Because
of the mope of RAI) programs .and their multidisciplinary
nature, 11 is donut tilt to establish consistent criteria for
allocating efforts antoog the t lomat ter-ot-s% ork t.negoctes
.add the vat totes feelis of macro( e Alsip, funds for R&D
,routes may not he wet thrall) atlea eee I e on an aseenr}a
budget I however. to meet survey requirements, the par
tat ipanng agent ors over the Nears lune des eloped utereasonie,
I) tonsistei bases for classifying R&D 114/.1 An} data
res mons a estollang front changes an an agent .as reporting
prat tot es have been incorpol sited onto the historical data to
improve she I outparatailat y mad eonsastencj r I the stalastat al

En somecases at has not been possible to rept rt the full cost
of reseal t !a and des Ilopment For esaniple, di. headquarters
toils of pl. eeeeee ng and atinaintsiermg R&D pto rams of DOD
mid 1:14/A are not int hided on these report MN ,eut.e these
agent les has e 1111111,11011 111.11 n es .11/1111111strat %el% omptac-
in able to )(lewd% the eeeeee mos

R&D plant data repotted here are to SUMP estead
deo-coded het .tose of the train, tilt% ent muttered by some
ap,ette Ws on itleaufj mg and reposingtit this nib moon.
pat on talarl% aca the ease of DOD and NASA While DOD
reports obligmiens far ft&D plain f hod,* lost ensiroK titan



appropriation. DOD is able to identify only a small portion of
the amount of R&D plant support included in R&D contracts
that weir funded from its RDTA Koppeopriattosto NASA faces
similar problems in reporting R&D plant data.

In the area of scientific and technical information,
extramural obligations are limited to funds allocated for
grants and contracts that arc primarily for the support of
&tic:Odic and lechno.al information activities. As in prior
volumes of this Serie& extramural funds for information
activities performed as supplemental. supporting servieCS
under grants or contracts minimal( for research and
development have been cclittled because it is not feasible for
the mpundeist too determine ohat portion of an R&D grant oe
contract actually supports information activities Some R&D
promos receive support from several gencies through a
number of grants and nr contracts, and in such instances.
related! information activities pertaining to the overall R&D
protect may not be identifiable under .8 specific grant or
contract

RELATION TO OTHER REPORTS
l) FEDERAL SUPPORT TO UNIVERSITIES AND

COLLE( ;Es

The Notional Selene Foundation prepares tepoirls case'
tog Fderal support of mobs nimbi colleges and mu versilies.
These reports are based on data pros used by she Eedle:al
agencies in response to the reposing system established by
the Caim aaaa tee on Academic Science nod Engineering (CASE)
of the Federal Council for Schnee and Technology These
reports are referred Fa to eV is publication a the CASF.
reports

Both the CASE and Federal Fonds reports provide data on
'federal obligations for research and desrlopment and RAD
plant HI um' erstlies and colleges and lo university
adminisimed Federally Funded Research and Development
Centers IFFRDC'sj The' CASK report however, is based on
obligations of Federal agencies to each milas Meal
Institution. while the Federal Funds report ts moicerned with
obligations to unis mines and colleges as a performer group.
The CASK gerund also includes funds for non .R &D activities.
such as science eolocotion and nosiscience support. Further.
the CASH steely is hosed on reports of only 14 agencies (the
Deparinients of Agriculture. Commerce. Defense; Health.
Eddicat and Welaare. Dousing and Urban Development;
the Interior. 1 or. and Transportation; the Energy Research
and Development Administration: the Environmental Predec
lion' Agency. the National Aeronautics rind Space Ad-
ministration: the N. .d Science Foundation: the Ammo y
for Ititernmanial Development; and the Magma Regulditory
Commission' oink Paget-oil Funds ms composed of obligations
of all liteticaoS.1he 14 respondents for CASEaccanial !armory

than 94 percent of the Federal R&D total to nniversities and
colleges and virtually all obligations to one. ersity-
administered PERI/C.5.

The different reporting procedures hose led to different
amounts being reported by CASE and Federal F fs as
follows.

a The obligations for research anal development to
universities and colleges reported for Federal Fonds in 19'4

led to S2.20 mullion. or S129 million mote than the
amount reported for CASK Part of this olifferdnce can lie
attributed! to variations in the amounts reported by lIEW's
.tvaitrinal Institutes of Health The Federal Funds R&D total

for the Natrona! Institutes of Ilealth cm laded funds for
General Research Support grants. chcrens in CASE they
were placed under the categor} of "general support for
scienc." which is defined to curer such groats. A difference
in repelled totals for NSF programs Ions another In ton
contributing to the overall higher Fettered Fonds total. For
Federal Fluids NSF reported .1 portion of general silent
support hinds as R&D support. is hereas for CASK these fonds

car reported under the "general support for science"
category

b. The R&D obligation total to university ..idittinistered
PERI/Cs reported for Federal Funds ,,,ss-789 million an 1974.
or SIN million less than reporteo for CASE TheS 1 23 million
codusintrad HI Ito NASA's jet Propulsion Laboratory ar-
counted fax Iwn-thtrd5 o f this difference For Fedeini Foods
this amount as included in ulionoto..performer o alegones
Iinamh undo:dry I. o lisle tor CASH the:oils ontrocled nt
was included in the R&D oblu,ations Ida FFREC's ad-
ministered by universities

, The total R&D plait Milo:atom to toms ersines and
colleges repot ted for rili red Funds la as SVinuilion in 1974 tar
S4 mullion less than the mount reported for CASE

d The total R&D plant tb '10111011N to Ft? Itt)(r1 ad sees ed

by ono mines and colic; ies reported for Feclorni Fluid. lads
S11$ mullion in 1074. or S21 mill 33333 more than retained for
CnSE .lost of Ibis tliffcrente mow !rota I:RDA reporting
nt mtg. for CAM: and -oh*.g ' for Vederul Funds

The halms inn Li, tors should also lie considered .0
comparing the olata apps clog in the too reports

For Federal Fu ad. on h agent s on hales nit its coon
obligations the an mints ransierred eo edict agent ins far
furtlid.rano e of its %lark. pool the teeming agent 'es do nut
moot hinds trans erred a ) them Odi the other hand, in the
CAM: sursuti. the c' ata arc mintiest En the agent s %hat noodle
the hood dastrolnition Of the fonds to a given .nstalut Theis,
for the CASE stirs es. agencies included funds risen eel ti oin
other agencies. dal v.4438814,41 fungi% transferred to other
agent ins, theret els, of the Fed, rol Foods moo o.s. lt leilesueh
liansfeis should bolono e earl% Attie' nip with no resub inn

changes in total R&D obligations, these varying reporting
m actices do add 10 the passibility of differences lochs ren the
too reports

The CASH reports. in most Instances. are prepared by
different operational units within each ay,eary than dote thel
prepare the Federal Funds responses. Furthermore, tlieCASE
data are collet teal seserl months ember than the Federal
Fonds statistics Although. in theory. these conditions at
IIemsels es should not load to reporting differera.es. in
photo e different cc do prise

121 SPECIAL ANALYSES. atmotcr OF vw. I !NITRO
STATES

In a sect of Seer to! Aped% ses. Budget of (he ranted
Slates Government. the °Dace of Maruntemo at sod Midget
101014 publishes estimates of obligat and espeadlitures
for restart }cites elopmnt and R&D Mont I fou. es er. the mita
in "Special Analysis P Federal Research and Des elopment
Programs" in the 19711 budget do nod (trona& a. nun la detail
tint hrao ter of cork or in do us as Federal F 12* and nib
info anon on holds Of science or geomaidin tIbtribution

1farneVrt "Special Analysis P" and Filtered Fundls utiiur
the s. definotioti for recearch and development and for
R&D plant The estimates for resear la and des elopment
published an the too reports are c possible. es en though
tumor differences do oast 'I he different es between the too
retains are as, fallinss

Tom; RP!) alb/motion:.
Whoa% of &Dorsi

FY 1974 F Y its 'S FY 1976
redert hinds St7 4 St8 9 S21
Spec Anal' sis 1, . 17 4 18 8 «1 0

PI AN ANALYSIS OF' FEDERAL R&D FUNDING 1W
FUNCTION. FY 1969.70

NSF his published.' region mule' the :loose ode.pron Wang
on analyse. of Federal R&D oblaiitiotis be f 'bona]
rotenone., 1 he annual Fdierol F Is series, In. a contrast,
opports iii Fderal ROD oblagateoess by agencies line not los
1011I tional t,uegories 1 he RAD data for 1,109-76
the fund non report e.re based on inforinat aaaaa qut aaaaa tied Ear
the agent irs for the i volerof Fonds Mlles rhos. the es troll
R&D obligation's are the same foe the same years ros vied in
both rejoins

14) Of 11131 REPOR'D-

a iittli%14111.11 ARNO s mal. r lassifs then !MI/programs for
purposes mien than di ....for obit la the legend Funds sons e%
is f twin. teal Debnini ns and gum Imes dud ate suitable to
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those other purposes may result in information that is not
comparable with the data transmitted to the Foundation for
Federal Funds.

b. The Budget of the United States Government. Fiscal Year
1976 is the source °foots on outlays. but the NSF definition of
"relatively uncontrollable" outlays differs from that nfOtAB
in that OMB d esigna les ou Hays from prior-year coal roots and
obligations as relatively uncontrollable. whereas NSF
considers this category of outlays to Se initially controllable
and therefore different in concept from fi tedcost and open-
ended programs lii.e social security. veterans compensation
and pensions, and interest on the national debt. See the 1976
Budget. p. 354.

SOURCES

Data on R&D funds in this report for years prior to 1952
were compiled by the Bureau of the Budget. which later
became the Office of Management and Budget. Subsequent
data were based on NSF surveys. These data have been
published in previous issues of this series. but certain
adjustments have been made to reflect comparability with the
latest reporting concepts evolved by the agencies.

Supplementing the statistical data collected through the
NSF survey of Federal agencies. a variety of sources were
used for the text of this report. including the narrative
statements submitted by the agencies in the NSF survey.
published records of testimony presented by agencies to
committees of the Senate and the House. the 1976 Budget
Appendix. and personal contacts with agency respondents,
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APPENDIX B

Federally Funded Research
and Development Centers,

Fiscal Years 1974-76

Department of Defense

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Administered by other nonprofit institutions:

institute for Defense Analysis (IDA)

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Administered by universities and colleges:
Applied Physics Laboratory (Johns Hopkins

University)
Center for Naval Analyses (University of

Rochester)
Applied Research Laboratory (Pennsylvania

Slate University)

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Administered by universities and colleges:
Lincoln 1.0boratory (Massachusetts Institute

of Technology)

Administered by other nonprofit institutions:
Aerospace Corporation
Analytic Services. Inc. (ANSER)
MITRE Corporation
RAND Corporation

Energy Research and Development
Administration

Administered by industrial firms:

Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory
(Westinghouse Electric Corp.)

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
(Westinghouse - Hanford Corp.)

Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (General
Electric Company)

Liquid Metal Engineering Center (Rockwell
International Corporation)

Mound Laboratory (Monsanto Research Corp.)
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (Aero-

jet Nuclear Corp.)'
Holifield National Laboratory (Union Carbide

Corp.):
Sandia Laboratory (Western Electric Co.. Ins. -

Sandia Corp.)
Savannah River Laboratory (E.1. du Pont de

Nemours & Co.. Inc.)

Administered by universities and colleges:

Ames Laboratory (Iowa Slate University or
Science and Technology)

Argonne National Laboratory (University of
Chicago and Argonne Universities
Assn.)

firookhaven National Laboratory (Associated
Universities. Inc.)

Cambridge Electro Accelerator (Harvard Un-
iversity):

E. O. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (Univer-
sity of California)

E. 0. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (Univer-
sity of California)

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (University
of California)

Fermilab (Universities Research Association.
Inc.)4

Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Plasma Physics Laboratory (Princeton Univer-

sity)
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (Stanford

University)

Administered by other nonprofit institutions:

Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission (National
Academy of Sciences)

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (Battelle
Memorial Institute)

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration

Administered by universities and colleges:

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (California Institute
of Technology)

Space Radiation Effects Laboratory (College of
William and Mary)

National Science Foundation ts,

Administered by universities and colleges:

Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory
(Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy. Inc.)

Kitt Peak National Observatory (Association
of Universities for Research in
Astronomy. Inc.)

National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center
(Cornell University)

National Center for Atmospheric Research
(University Corporation for At-
mospheric Research)

Notional Radio Astronomy Observatory
(Associated Universities. Inc.)

F.1011.1, Nalmaaa1Readis fetekt IAIon iAtu.pel Nut leAr ('e4p 1
eNonwrI) (),11, Rolg. Nntoonal talwrrAton rawn l:atIroir tore .r.honl

f.'s...id...a .n $974 01.1pahon ropalw1 Y 1.47. arni 19'1 col,
$"011 N.Au.aal lGarltaetnr tatloc.tor ,Ino.rtsihrg. Restarfh

lcs....biongi )14 I
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, and R&D PLANT

C-1. Overall summary. fiscal ;ears 1974,1975,
and 1976

Ca By agency. fiscal year. 1974, 197S. and
1976

RESEARCH Ar's DEVELOPMENT AGENCY.
CHARACTER Of WORK. AND PERFORMER

C3. By agency. fiscal years 1974.1975, and 1976
C4. By agency and character of work. Coca(

year 1974
C-5. By agency and character of work, fiscal

year 1975 (estimated)
C-6 By agency and character at work. fiscal year -

1976 (estimated)
C7. By agency and performer. fiscal year 1974
C6. By agency and performer. fiscal year 197S

(estimated)
C.% By agency and performer. fiscal year 1976

'estimated)



TOTAL RESEARCH - AGENCY. PERFORMER, AND
FIELD OF SCIENCE

C-10. By agency and performer. fiscal year 1174 ....
C-11. By agency and performer, fiscal year 975

(estimated! ,,
C-12. By agency and performer, fiscal year 1976

(estimated)
C-13. By detailed field of science, fiscal years 1974,

1975. and 1976
C-14. By agency and field of science, fiscal year

*1974
C-15. By agency and field of science. f:scal year 1975

( estimated)
0-16. B7 agency and field of science, fiscal year 1976

(estimated
C-17. Psychology and physical sciences, by agency

and detailed field of science, fiscal year
1974

C-18. Psychology andphysical sciences. by agency
and detailed held of science fiscal year
1975 (estimated)

C-19. Psychology and physical sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science. fiscal year
1976 (estimated)

C-20. Life and environmental sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal
year 1974

C-21. Life and environmental sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science fiscal year
1975 (estimated)

C-22. Life and environmental sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal
year 1976 {estimated)

C-23. Engineering. by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1974

C-24. Engineering, by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1975 (estimated)

C-25. Engineering. by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1976 (estimated)

C-26. Social sciences, by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1974

C-V. Social sciences by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1975 (estimated)

C-26, Social sciences, by agency and detailed field of
science. fiscal year 1976 (estimated)

BASIC RESEARCH - AGENCY, PERFORMER, AND
FIELD Of SCIENCE

C-29. By agency and performer, fiscal year 1974 ..
C-30. By agency and performer, fiscal year 1975

(estimated) ...
C-31. By agency and performer, fiscal year 1976

(estimated)
C-32. By detailed field of science, fiscal years 1974,

1975, and 1976
C-33. By agency and field of science, fiscal year

1974 _

C-I4. By agency and field of science, fiscal year 1975
(estimated)

C-35. Py agency and field of science, fiscal year 1976
(estimated) ...

C-36. Psychology and physical sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year
1974 ..

C-37. Psychology and physical sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year
1975 (estimated)

C-36, Psychology and physical sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year
1976 (estimated)

C-39_ Life and environmental sciences by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year
1974

C 40. Life and environmental sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science. fiscal year
1975 (estimated)

C .41. Life and environmental science', by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year
1976 (estimated)

C.42. Engineering, by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1974

C-43. Engineering, by agency and detailed field of
science. fiscal year 1975 (estimated)

C-44. Engineering, by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1976 ( estimated)

C-45. Social sciences by agency and detailed field of
science. fiscal year 1974

C46. Social sciences, by agency and detailed field of
science. fiscal year 1975 (estimated)

C-47 Social sciences, by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1976 (estimated)

APPLIED RESEARCH - AGENCY, PERFORMER, AND
FIELD OF SCIENCE

C-48. By agency and performer, fiscal year 1974
C49. By agency and performei, fiscal year 1975

(estimated)
C-50. By agency and performer, fiscal year 1976

(estimated)
C-51. By detailed field of science, fiscal years 1974.

1975, and 1976 ..
C52 By agency and fielJ of science, fiscal year

1974 .. . ........
C .53. By agency and field of science, fiscal year 1975

(estimated) ...... . ....... ,

C-54, By agency and field of science, fiscal year 1976
(estimated)

C-55. Psychology and physical sciences, by agent),
and detailed field of science, fiscal year 1974

C-56. Psychology and physical sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year
1975 (estimated)

C-57, Psychology and physical sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year 1976
(estimated)

C-50. Life and environmental sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year 1974

C-59. Life and environmental sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year 1975
(estimated)

C-60. Life and environmental sciences. by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year 1976
(estimated)

C61. Engineering. by agency and detailed field of
science. fiscal year 1974

C-62. Engineering, by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1°75 (estimated) ......

C63. Engineering, by agency and detailed field of
science. fiscal year 1976 (estimated)

C64. Social sciences by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1974

C65. Social sciences, by agency and detailed field of
science, fiscal year 1975 (estimated)

C66. Social sciences. by agency air! detailed field of
science. fiscal year 1976 (estimated)

DEVELOPMENT AGENCY AND PERFORMER

C67. By agency and performer, fiscal year 1974 . .
C66. By agency and performer, fiscal year 197S

(estimated)
C-69. By agency and performer, fiscal year 1976

(estimated)
CLO

R&D PLANT

C-70. By agency. tescal years 1974, 1975, and 1976
C71. By agency and performer of the R&D the

plant supports, fiscal year 1974
C72. By agency and performer of the R&D the plant

supports, fiscal year 1975 (estimated) ....
C73. By agency and performer of the R&D the plant

supports, fiscal year 1976 (eslimalfd)

TOTAL RESEARCH PERFORMED AT UNIVERSITIES
AND COLLEGES - AGENCY AND FIELD OF SCIENCE

C-74. By detailed field of science fiscal years
1974,1975 and 1976

C-75. By agency and field of science. fiscal year
1974 ..........

C-76. Psychology and physical sciences. by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal
year 1974 ...... . .

C-77. Life and environmental sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal year
1974

C-78. Engineering, by agency and detailed field
of science, fiscal year 1974

C-79. Social sciences, In agency and detailed field
of science, fiscal sear 1974
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BASIC RESEARCH PERFORMED AT UNIVERSITIES
AND COLLEGES - AGENCY AND FIELD OF SCIENCE

C410. By detailed field of science, fiscal years
1974,1975, and 1976

C41. By agency and field of science, fiscal
year 1974 , oo

C42. Psychology and physical sciences, by agency
and detailed frad of science, fiscal
year 1974

C483. Life and environmental sciences, by agency
and detailed field of science, fiscal
year 1974 ,

C84. Engineering, by agency and detailed field
of science, fiscal year 1974

C-85. Social sciences, by agency and detailed field
of science, fiscal year 1974

APPLIED RESEARCH PERFORMED AT UNIVERSITIES
AND COLLEGES - AGENCY AND FIELD OF SCIENCE

C-86. By derailed field of science, fiscal yeari
1974, 1975, and 1976

C-87. By agency and field of science, fiscal :
year 1974 -.

C4B. Psychology and physical sciences, by alency
and detailed field of science, fiscal
year 1974

C-89. Life and environmanrat sciences, by agency
and derailed field of science, fiscal
year 1974

C-90. Engineering, by agency and derailed field
of science, fiscal year 1974

C-91. Social sciences, by agency and detailed field
of science. near year 1974

FOREIGN PERFORMERS - RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT

C92- By region, cOurriry, and agency, fiscal year
1974

C-93. by region. country, and agency, fiscal year
1975 (estimated)

FOREIGN PERFORMERS - BASIC RESEARCH

C-94. By region. country. and agency, fiscal
year 1974

C-95. By region, country. and agency. fiscal
year 197S (estimated, . - ....... . . ... ...
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SPECIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY PROGRAM

C-96. For research and development. by agency,
fiscal years 1974. 1975. and 1976

C-97. For basic research. by agency, fiscal years 1974,
1975, and 1976

C-911. For applied research, by agency. fiscal years
1974,1975, and 1976

C-99. For development, by agency. fiscal years 1974,
1975. and 1976,,, ..

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION - RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT AND R&D PLANT

C-100. Research. development. and RAD plant, by
geographic division and State, fiscal
year 1974 .

C-101. Research and development, by State and
performer, fiscal year 1974 .....

C-101A. Percent distribution to each perforrner.
by State, fiscal year 1974

C40111. Percent distribution to each Stare, by
performer. fiscal year 1974

C-102 Research and development, by State and
agency, fiscal year 1974

C-1v1A. Percent distribution o! each agency, by Slate.
fiscal year 1974

C-1070. Percent distribution of each Stale. by agency,
fiscal year 1974 .

C-103. Research and development, by geographic
division, Stale, agency. and performer, fiscal
year 1974

C.104. R&D plant, by geographic division. State, and
performer supported. fiscal year 1974

C.105. R&D plant, by geographic division, State, and
agency. fiscal year 1974

FEDERAL INTRAMURAL PERSONNEL COSTS

C.106. Total research and development by agency.
fiscal years 1974,1975, and 1976

C-107. Basic research, by agency fiscal years 1974,
1915, and 1976

C-108. Applied research, by agency, fiscal years 1974.
1979. and 1976 .

C-109. Oevelnprnent, by agency, fiscal years 1974,
197S, and 1976

..

00
Co

HISTORICAL DATA

Expenditures

C-110. Research, development, and R&D plant, by
agency, fiscal years 1966.76

C-111. Research and development, by agency, fiscal
years 1966-76

C-11Z R&D punt, by agency, fiscal years 1966-76

Obligation*

C-113. Research, development, and R&D plant, by
agency, fiscal years 1966-76

C-114. Research and development, by agency, fiscal
years 1966-76

C-11S. R&D plant, by agency, fiscal years 1966-76
C-116. Research and development, by cheratter of

work and R&D plant, fiscal years 1966-76
C-117. Total research, by selected agency. fiscal years

1966-76
C-118. Basic research, by selected agency, fiscal years

1966.76
C-119. Applied researcn, by selected agency, fiscal

years 1966-76
C-120. Development, by selected agency, fiscal years

1966.76
C.121. Research and development, by performer,

fiscal years 1966.76
C.122. Total research, by performer, fiscal years

1966-76
C-121 Basic research, by performer, (heel years

1966.76
C-124. Applied research, by performer, fiscal years

1966-76
C-125. Development, by performer, fiscal years

1966-76
C.126. Total research, by field of science, fiscal years

1966.76
C-127. Basic research, by field of science, fiscal years

1966-76
C-128. Applied research, by field of science, fiscal

years 1966.76
C-129. Research and development, by geographic

division and State, fiscal years 1963, 196S. 1968,
1969.1970. 1971, 1972. and 1973 .......

C-130. RAD plant, by geographic division and Stale,
fiscal years 1963. 196S. 1968. 1969. 1970, 1971.
1972. and 1973



NOTES

Estimates for 1976 are based on Tice Budget, FY 1976, as submitted to
Congress, and do not re lect subsequent appropriations and appor-
tionment act;ons.

Asterisks appearing in lieu of figures indicate that the amounts are less
than $50,000.

.

a The abbreviation "FFRDC" appearing in statistical tables refers to
Tederally Funded Research and Development Centers.

Defense Agencies within the Department of Derense include agencies
such as the Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Defense Nuclear
Agency, end the Defense Communications Agency.
Departmentwide Funds of the Department of Defense include the
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency.

The R&D data of the Energy Research and Des elopment Administra-
tion reflect accrued costs rather than obligations or expenditures.

In tables showing extramural performers, obligations to agricultural
experiment stations are included under obligations to universities and
colleges.

Within the Department of Commerce the Patent and Trademark
Office is the new name of the former Patent Office, and the National
Fire Prevention and Control Administration is the new name of the
former National Bureau of Fire Prevention.

Within the Department of the Interior the Office of Water Research
and Technology includes the former Office of Water Resources
Research and the saline water research program formerly included
under the Office of the Secretary; the Fish and Wildlife Service is the
new name of the former Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
The Energy Research and Development Administration includes
programs that were transferred from other agencies: from the
Department of the Interior the Office of Coal Research, a portion of
the Bureau of Mines, and energy research programs within the Office
of the Secretary; from the National Science Foundation most of the
solar energy and geothermal energy research programs: from the
Envirormental Protection Agency certain energy-related pograms;
and from the Atomic Energy Comu:ssion all of its R&D programs
except for ..loclear regulatory and reactor safety functions.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission includes the nuclear regulatory
and reacto- safety functions transferred from the former Atomic
Energy Commission as well as new programs.

The Federa' Fnergy Administration is a newly established agency to
deal with energy policy and analysis, and it includes certain activities
formerly within the Department of the Intee ion
The Community Services AdsninIstration is the successor agency to the
Office of Economic Opportunity.
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Table C-1. Summary of Federal funds for rematch. development. and 110 plant. Shed Yeats 1974,1975. and 1976
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APPENDIX D

Statistical Tables
Part II

Federal Funds for
Scientific and Technical

Information

0.1. Summary, fiscal years 1974.1975, and 1976
0-2. By agency, fiscal years 1974, 1975, and 1976
D-3. intramural and extramural obligations, by

agency. fiscal years 1974.1975, and 1976
04. By agency and activity, fiscal year 1974
D5. By agency and activity, fiscal year 1975

(estimated)
0.6. By agency and activity, fiscal year 1976

(estimated)
0-7. Intramural and extramural obligations, by

agency and activity, fiscal year 1974
04. Intramural and extramural obligations, by

4gency and activity, fiscal year 1975
(estimated)

04. Intramural and extramural obligations, by
agency and activity, fiscal year 1976
(estimated)

NOTES

Estimates for 1976 are based on The Budget, FY 7976, as submitted to
Congress, and do not reflect subsequent appropriations and appor-
tionment actions.

Obligations reported for extramural performance are limited to
contracts or grants with private individuals or organizations outside
the Government that have as their primary purpose the support of
scientific and technical Aformation. Excluded are obligations for
information efforts that Wpplement or support mork under R&D
contracts or grants.

Obligations for category 4, Research and Deveiopmer in Information
Sciences, Documentation and Information Systems, echniques and
Devices, are also reported under R&D obligations in Part I.

Defense Agencies include the Advanced Research Projects Agency,
the Defense Nuclear Agency, the Defense Supply Agency, and the
Defense Communications Agency.

Within the Department of Commerce the Patent and Trademark
Office is the new name of the former Patent Office, and the National
Fire Prevention and Control Administration is the new name of the
former National Bureau of Fire Prevention.

The Energy Research and Development Administration includes
programs that were transferred from other agencies: from the
Department of the Interior the Office of Coal Research, a portion of
the Bureau of Mines, and energy research programs within the Office
of the Secretary; from the National Science Foundatior most of the
solar energy and geothermal energy research programs; from the
Environmental Protection Agency certain energy-relate programs;
and from the Atomic Energy Commission all of its R&D programs
except for nuclear regulatory and reactor safety functio 35.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission includes the nude. r regulatory
and reactor safety functions transferred from the for ner Atomic
Energy Commission as well as new programs.
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Other Science Resources Publications

REPOT TS

Reviews of Data on Science Resources. No.
26. "Energy R&D and Related Activities
of Federal Installations and Federally
Funded Research and Development Centers:
Funds anti Manpower. Fiscal Years 1973-7r

Reviews of Data on Science Resources. No.
25. "Doctoral Scientisls and Engineers
in Private industry, 1973"

Projections of Degrees and Enrollment in
Science and Engineering Fields to 1985

Cha-acteristics of the National Sample of
Scientists and Engineers. 1974. Part I.
Demographic and Edocational

NSF No Price

).,

76-304 In press

76-302 In press

76-301 in press

75-333 In press

Detailed Statistical Table:. Manpower
Resources for Scientific Activities
at Universities and Colleges, January 1975 75-329

The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population
Redefined. Volume 2. Labor Force and
Employment Characteristics 75-327 In press

Detailed Slatistical Tahles. Graduate
Science Education: Student Support and
Postdoctorals. Fall 1974 75.322

Research and Development in Industry. 1973:
Funds. 1973: Scientists A Engineers. January 1974 76-315

The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population
Redefined. Volome 1. Demographic.
Educational. and Professional Characterislics

Reviews of Data on Science Resources. No. 23.
"R&D Expenditures of State Public Institutions,
Fiscal Year 1973"

Reviews of Dala on Science Resources. No. 24.
"Work Aclivities of Employed Doctoral Scientists
and Engineers in the U.S. Labor Force. July 1973"

R&D Activities of Independent Nonprofit
Instiltilions. 1973

75-311 $0.35

75-310 $0.65

75-308 51.90

Research and Development in State Government
Agencies. Fiscal Years 1972 and 19 73 75-303 $1.80

Young and Senior Science and Engineering Faculty.
1974: Support. Research Participation, and
Tenure 75-302 $1.70

Projections of Science and Engineering Doctorate
Supply and Utilization. 1980 and 1985 75-301 $1.30

HIGHLIGHTS

"Graduate Science Enrollment in Fall 1975 is Up
Again for Second Straight Year" 75-335

"National Sample of Scientists and Engineers:
Median Annual Salaries. 1974"

"National Sample of Scientists and Engineers:
Participation in National Programs and
Changes in Educational Attainment. 1972-74"

$1.95 'Racial Minorities in the Scientist and Engineer
Popul Won"

"National Sample of Scienlists and Engineers:
75-313 $3.70 Changes in Employment. 1970-72 and 1972-74"

Detailed Slatistical Tables. Characteristics
of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in
the United States. 1973 75-312-A

Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and
Engineers in the Uniled Slates. 1973 75.312 $1.15

"Federal Sr.ientifir. and Technical Personnel
Declin in 197.T"

"lmmigration of Sciealists and Engineert. Drops
Sharply in FY 1973: Physician Inflow Still
Near FY 1972 Peak"

76-332

75-317

75-314

75-309

74.316

74-302


